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Think Of It
As A Balance
Sheet

Look around. You don't need to be told there's an
apartment boom. There's also a boom on leased cars,
trucks, railway cars, money, medical equipment,
office machines, computers, machinery and almost
everything else. The leasing and rental industry has
grown so fast that its computerized accounting can't
keep up. That could be good news for you.

PHI is offering you a key to one of America’s largest
and fastest growing industries. The key is the Fixed
Amount Billing System. FAB was jointly developed by
PHI and the Chase Manhattan Bank, one of the
nation's largest processors of rental accounts. It
provides your customers with detailed information for
billing, disbursements, operating statements, and
comprehensive reports—all through one multi-level
system. The most important FAB feature is flexibility.
You can customize your service to the unique
environment of each client. Every company that bills
a fixed amount on a set-period basis is a potential
customer. The marketplace for FAB service is

tremendous—and captive. Since FAB is the only
system of its kind, market penetration with other
business services is that much easier.
FAB is operational and available—from the same
company that produced the most successful business
package in banking history—the PHI Payroll System.
Contact Dale Jelley for complete information.

_

Subsidiary of WANG Laboratories, Inc.

COMPUTER SERVICES. INC.
800 MASSACHUSETTS AVE . ARLINGTON. MASS. 02174 - (617) 648 8550
comprehensive data processing services • a computer network
offering sophisticated hardware, software and technical assistance
• an array of supporting software • consultants for systems
applications and development.

LETTERS

Dear Sir:

In their article, Messrs. Mason
and Connelly1 have described and
1 Mason, John O., and William E. Con
nelly, “The Application and Reliability of
the Self-Checking Digit Technique,”
Management Adviser, September-Octo
ber, 1971, pp. 27-34.
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illustrated the use of four self
checking digit techniques. These
techniques are useful in detecting
various types of coding errors gen
erated when numbers are tran
scribed from one document to an
other. For each technique, they
also evaluated, by simulation, the
conditional probability that a single
transposition error would be uncov
ered given that such an error has
occurred. In particular, in Table 1,
they list the conditional probability
of a Mod Il-Geometric technique
uncovering a single transposition
error as .90. The conditional proba
bility should have been listed as
1.00 since the Mod 11-Geometric
technique can detect all single
transposition errors. The proof is as

follows: Let the number to be
checked be N, a positive integer of
any magnitude. That is
N = xm . . . xi + 1Xj . . . x3x2x1,

base 10, where m is the number of
digits in N, and xi is the value of
the digit in the ith position. Let N'
represent N after a single transpo
sition error has occurred. That is,

N'=xm . . . XiXi+1 . . . X3X2X1.

The check digit for N is the com
plement of the remainder devel
oped when
2x1 + 22x2 + • • • 2iXi
. . . + 2mxm

2i+1xi+1 +

1

is divided by 11. The check digit
for N' is the complement of the re
mainder developed when
2X1 + 22x2 + . . . +
2ixi+1 + 2i+1xi + . . . 2mxm

+

is divided by 11. However, if Xi
does not equal xi+1, the difference
between these two dividends (say
D1), when divided by 11, will al
ways have a remainder whose mag
nitude is greater than zero. There
fore, the check digit for N' will not
equal the check digit for N, and
the single transposition error will
always be detected. We can show
that D1, when divided by 11, will
have a remainder whose magnitude
is always greater than zero by the
following:
2x1 + 22x2 + . . . + 2iXi +
+
2m
m xm
. . . 2
2i + 1 xXi+1 i+1 +
minus
2X1 + 22x2
+ 2ixi+1 +
2i+1X1 + . . . 2mxm

equals
2iXi — 2ixi+1 +
2i+1xi + 1 — 2i+1Xi
which equals
2i(xi + 1 — Xi).
Now since xi+1 and xi are posi
tive integers, xi+1 — Xi must be an
integer and lie between — 9 and
9. Therefore, 11 can never be a
factor of 2i(Xi+1 — xi). It is only
when xi +1 = Xi that N and N' will
have the same check digits. But if
this were true, then N' equals N,
and there would be no single trans
position error.
Tapan S. Roy
John W. Caron
The Travelers
Hartford, Connecticut

Critics are correct
Dear Sir:
Thank you for the copy of the
Roy and Caron letter.

Their equations are correct. Due
to an error in programing, the con
ditional reliability of the Mod 11Geometric method was listed as
90 per cent when instead it should
have been reported as 100 per cent.
Our revised Table 1 is shown below.
Although we do agree to the
modification of Table 1 for the
computational error as noted by
Messrs. Roy and Caron, we must
point out that our conclusions re
main virtually unchanged. The one
modification to our conclusions is as
follows: “The ability to detect er
rors is greatest in the Mod 11-Geo
metric method. In all categories the
Mod Il-Geometric method detect
ed coding errors as well or bet
ter than the Mod 10 methods and
the Mod 11-Arithmetic method.
There is an extremely small prob
ability that these results were due
to chance (less than one in a
thousand).”
John O. Mason, Jr.
University of Alabama

TABLE I—Revised
RELIABILITY FACTORS ASSOCIATED
WITH SELF-CHECKING DIGIT METHODS
(ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST PER CENT)

TYPE OF
ERROR

SELFCHECKING
DIGIT METHOD
Mod 10Simple Sum

SINGLE
TRANSCRIPTION

SINGLE
TRANSPOSITION

DOUBLE
TRANSPOSITION

RANDOM
SCRAMBLE

SUBSTITUTION
OF VALID, BUT
INCORRECT NUMBER

100%

0%

0%

90%

0%

94%

90%

90%

90%

0%

Mod 11 —
Arithmetic

100%

90%

90%

90%

0%

Mod 11 —
Geometric

100%

100%

90%

90%

0%

Mod 10Alternate
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One day, quite by accident,
Jack was promoted to a higher position.
And Jack’s company lost a very good man.
Highway accidents like the one Jack had take
the lives of over 28,000 employees every year.
It’s a terrible waste. And one that you could be
doing something about.
The National Safety Council will help your
company set up its own Defensive Driving
Course, just as it has for companies like General
Telephone and National Cash Register.
And the Defensive Driving Course can help
your company reduce the number of lives lost in
traffic accidents, just as it did for those com
panies.
So send for our survival course. Maybe you’ll
save some of your employees on the way up from
an early ascension.

March-April, 1972

Special Projects—Public Information
National Safety Council
425 North Michigan Avenue
Advertising contributed
Chicago, Illinois 60611
for the public good.
Please send me full details on the Defensive Driving
Program.
I am interested for: Myself
A civic organization or club
My company -------- Number of employees-------- .
Name_______________________ _ _____________
Title_______________________________________
Firm or Organization_________________________
Address____________________________________
City--------------------------State-------------- Zip---- - --
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William H. Gruber • Step-by-Step Management Innovation ................................................ p. 21
The process of management can be improved in a way
very similar to that in which new products are de
veloped in R&D, this author maintains. A case study
of a chemical company is presented in which a delib-

erate management “innovation” program was followed.
The chemical executives’ careful consideration of pro
posed MIS projects resulted in significant increases in
efficiency without an expensive program of revision.

Harold I. Steinberg and Robert A. Nielsen • PPBS for a School District .......................... p. 28
Communities are demanding schools that are more
responsive and able to meet their needs; at the same
time, taxpayers are resistant to higher school taxes. A
realistic way of understanding community needs, de-

termining whether the school district is achieving the
desired results, and keeping the costs within budget
limits may be through the use of PPBS, a planning,
programing, budgeting system.

John G. Carlson and Charles A. Mitchell • Line-of-Balance Algorithm with
........................................................................... p. 38
Automated Outputs ............................
The line-of-balance control technique was developed
by the Navy during World War II for controlling per
formance against a production plan. The algorithm
developed in this article is a mathematical representa

tion of logical extensions and modifications of LOB
concepts. The authors say it can easily be programed
in common computer languages and results in an
effective information and control system.

Louis Fried • Don't Smother Your Project in People ............................................................ p. 46
It is common practice for complex technical projects
to be split up into segments to allow many people to
work on the task concurrently. But how productive is

this approach? Taking up where Parkinson’s third law
left off, the author mathematically proves that produc
tivity per worker declines as the group expands.

A publication of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Opinions expressed in Management
Adviser are those of the editors or contributors, and may differ from policies of the AICPA and its committees.

Management Adviser. March-April, 1972. Published
bimonthly, Vol. 9, No. 2. Subscription rates: $12.50
a year, $2.25 a copy. Publication, editorial and
business office: 666 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.
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Donald L. Rogoff and Robert A. Lynn • Methods Vs. Objectives in Pricing Policy .... p. 50
There are no hard and fast methods for pricing a pro
duct. This article argues that the pricing method a
company uses should reflect actual management objec
tives. There may be a substantial difference between

the maximized short-run profit of some one-shot bid
ding situations and the target rate of return employed
on a continuing basis, the authors observe. Long-run
objectives should be considered, they advise.

Robert M. Smith • Going Public May Not Be the Answer.................................................. p. 57
Going public is not the only way for a company to
raise needed money. Private investment is a possibility
companies should consider, counsels an investment

banker. He points out that preparing a public issue
is both costly and time consuming. While private fi
nancing may offer less capital, it has its advantages.

DEPARTMENTS

Letters............................................................................................................................................. p.

1

People, events, techniques.......................................................................................................... p.
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Pollution
control:
A corporate
responsibility
Pollution and pollution abatement
have become important aspects of every
business. They affect budgets, profit and
loss, position in the community, corporate
image, even the price of stock in some
cases.
Pollution is a now problem that is
receiving now attention from astute busi
nessmen. Water treatment plants, fume
scrubbers and filtration systems, land rec
lamation, plant beautification, litter pre
vention, employee education programs,
are all types of things industry is doing to
help in the pollution fight.
But regardless what a businessman
is doing today he must be considering pol
lution control efforts for tomorrow.
One thing he can do is write for a free
booklet entitled “71 Things You Can Do
To Stop Pollution.” It doesn’t have all the
answers on pollution. But it might give a
businessman a few ideas for both today
and tomorrow.

People start pollution. People can stop it.

Keep America Beautiful
advertising contributed for the public good
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people, events, techniques
Independence Question’ Still Hotly Debated at First North American
Conference of Management Consultants; Three CPAs Elected to IMC Board

How important is it that manage
ment consulting groups be inde
pendently owned? To some consul
tants it is the key issue in determin
ing professionalism, while others
believe actions speak louder than
ownership. Both views were pre
sented at the first North American
Conference of Management Con
sultants.
About 350 consultants from Can
ada and the United States attended
the January 25 meeting in New
York. The conference was spon
sored by eight professional man
agement consulting organizations.
Marvin Bower, a director of Mc
Kinsey & Co., believes that client
companies will increasingly turn to
March-April, 1972

management consulting organiza
tions which “have independence or
the appearance of independence
. . . The appearance is equally im
portant,” he told the conference.
Responsibility to a larger cor
poration affects independence and
its appearance, Mr. Bower de
clared. He believes the posture of
independence is greatest when the
management consulting firm is
owned by the individuals active in
it.
Richard M. Paget, president of
Cresap, McCormick & Paget, dis
agreed. “The fact of private owner
ship is no guarantee against mal
feasance . . . Nor is public owner
ship necessarily conducive to mal

feasance . . . The only true measure
of professionalism is how a firm
performs.”
Changes in corporate structure
are not only inevitable but bene
ficial, said Mr. Paget, whose firm
is a wholly owned subsidiary of
First National City Corp. Public
ownership can provide adequate
permanent capital to develop the
consulting firm’s capabilities and
give it financial stability with
which to attract new young consul
tants, he stated.
“We should concern ourselves
less with the forms of profession
alism and more with its substance,”
Mr. Paget said. “The ultimate
measure of professionalism is serv
7

ice to society,” he told the group.
He said “many of the major so
cietal problems today are essenti
ally management problems,” with
which consultants can be of help.
Problems in the delivery of public
services, health care, and educa
tion are all amenable to solution
by analytical technique, he stated.
Even worldwide inflation can be
solved through management tech
niques, he claimed.
Clients will be the determining
factor in “what our structure will
be,” said James W. Taylor, presi
dent of Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc.
He estimated that the consulting
market is upwards of two billion
dollars, almost a billion dollars for
the Government alone.
Mr. Taylor predicted the consult
ing firms will be using “multi-disci
plinary teams” and consultants
from other nations.
He observed that the public has
done more to bring public account
ing firms into management consult
ing than any other force. Mr. Tay
lor stated that within the next
decade the management consulting
profession will experience a much
more remarkable change than it
has in the last ten years.
Environmental protection is one
of the things that must be added
to the consultant’s capabilities,
Charles N. Kimball, president of
Midwest Research Institute, told
the conference. Issues such as re
cycling, power shortages vs. en
vironment preservation, noise pol
lution, pesticides, and ecological
impact studies should be familiar
to the consultant. Mr. Kimball told
the management consultants that if
they are not involved in these areas
by now, they “should do some ac
celerated homework.”
He told them they must match
“revolutionary technology with evo
lutionary man” so that business acts
“responsively, not reactively.” Man
agement consultants can prevent
“eco-bankruptcies” by pointing out
where enlightened self-interest
should come into play.
Management consultants should
also consider, “Nobody works for
the goals of the organization: they
8

work for their own goals,” David
A. Whitsett, vice president of Be
havioral Sciences Technology, Inc.,
told the meeting. He said many
consultants’ suggestions fail be
cause they ignore this fact. Mr.
Whitsett believes that people are
no longer asking what is the mean
ing of death, but searching for
what is the meaning of life. Conse
quently, they are demanding im
proved quality in their working
life.
“We can’t continue to do things
that make jobs less interesting to
do,” he said. “Our society is be
coming less goal oriented and more
process oriented.”
However, Mr. Whitsett pon
dered, “If a society does only what
is enjoyable then can that society
survive? I don’t know.”

IMC members from CPA firms
On January 26 The Institute of
Management Consultants, Inc.,
held its annual meeting. Over half
of its new members are associated
with accounting firms, as are three
of its four newly elected directors.
This large proportion may be
due in part to the IMC’s reticence
to admit CPA associates to its ranks
until this year. The organization
finally determined its own working
definition of an independent pro
fessional environment, which meant
management consultants associated
with CPA firms were admitted and
those associated with non-consult
ing commercial firms were out (see
M/A July-August, ’71, p. 5).
Jim Kennedy, editor of an in
sider’s
newsletter,
Consultants
News, recently wrote, “CPA firms
could easily dominate IMC if all
potential members signed on,
eliminating need for them to have
their own management services ac
crediting body.”
Since 31 of the IMC’s 56 new
members are members of CPA
firms, there is obviously a great
deal of interest in the IMC among
those in some CPA firms.
This must be particularly dis
turbing to Marvin Bower, the
IMC’s past president, who still

maintains that the best professional,
i.e. independent, posture is held by
those consultants working in firms
owned by consultants.

EDP School Director

Proposes Business-Run
School ‘Annexes’
Quality career education should
be provided students while they
are still in the public school sys
tem, the director of Honeywell’s
computer schools told the NorthCentral Business Education As
sociation meeting in Des Moines
recently.
“We daily witness the brutal re
jection of untrained youngsters by
our increasingly technological so
ciety because they cannot compete
in the one area in which man is
clearly superior to his machines—
the ability to think,” Roy J. Zabi
erek said.
He proposes that “industry an
nexes” to public school systems be
created. These would be industry
run job preparation schools.
According to Government stud
ies, by 1975 less than 5 per cent
of the labor force will be unskilled,
Mr. Zabierek noted. “For many
young people with no salable skills
trying to squeeze into this sad 5
per cent category there literally
will be no room at the bottom,” the
industry educator said.
Mr. Zabierek said the United
States “cannot tolerate the loss in
human resources nor bear the fi
nancial burden of supporting thou
sands of unemployed persons who
lack academic and vocational skills.
We must increase the options in
our public school system.”
Public schools should send their
students to industry-run schools for
training in specialized fields, Mr.
Zabierek suggested. This would
save the public system the large
investment necessary for equipment
and staff training to adequately
prepare students for jobs in these
areas.
Management Adviser

Early Retirement Results

From Flexible Pension
Plans, Study Shows
Early employee retirement is
closely linked to whether or not the
company offers a liberalized pen
sion, a recent study conducted by
The Conference Board finds.
Where only the standard re
duced benefit is provided, the me
dian firm estimates that only 5 per
cent of all retirements are “early,”
before age 65. The authors of the
study found that in companies pro
viding a more liberalized benefit
the median estimate for such retire
ment is 30 per cent.
The Conference Board study ex
amined the pension plans of 641
U.S. manufacturing companies,
most of which have early retire
ment provisions. The study’s au
thors were Mitchell Meyer and
Harland Fox.
While ten years ago only 16 per
cent of the companies had liber
alized early retirement benefits,
now 30 per cent have them, the
study finds. The usual minimum
ages are 55 and 60. Ninety per cent
of union-negotiated pension plans
require a specified length of serv
ice for workers to qualify for early
retirement. This figure is up from
82 per cent in 1961. Among non
union-negotiated pension plans 82
per cent now have a service re
quirement, compared with 55 per
cent ten years ago.
An early retirement pension is
increasingly becoming a “vested
right,” The Conference Board
finds. This means that employees
meeting age and service require
ments can retire when they wish
and automatically claim their pen
sions. While ten years ago only
62 per cent of the pension plans
had this “vested benefit,” now 71
per cent do.
The Conference Board research
ers concluded that increasingly lib
eral benefits are likely to spur early
retirement during the 1970’s, es
pecially among employees in the
60-64 age group.
March-April, 1972

Levels of sulfur dioxide air pollution in New York City area are predicted for
different times on given date. Map at left: 2-4 P.M. Map at right: 6-8 P.M.

IBM Demonstrates Computer-Assisted Air Diffusion

Program to Help in Fight Against Pollution
Sulfur dioxide air pollution con
centrations can be predicted by an
experimental computer program re
cently demonstrated by IBM.
According to Dr. L. J. Shieh,
principal investigator of the IBM
group, “Our computer-assisted pre
dictions, averaged over a 24-hour
period, were within 15 per cent,
or 0.05 parts per million, of actual
conditions recorded in the New
York City area.”
Air pollution concentrations in
areas of up to 1,600 square miles
can beforecast with IBM’s program.
The researchers believe that this
type of air diffusion model will
eventually allow large Eastern and
Midwestern cities to take preven
tive actions to minimize air pollu
tion concentrations. Such preven
tive actions could include reducing
operations or shutting down plants,
refineries, or incinerators to avoid
pollution. Reductions in the use of
electricity could also be made.
To develop the air pollution
model the researchers obtain a
source emission inventory within
the monitored area, as well as me

teorological reports and informa
tion about topography. The emis
sion inventory is broken down into
those sources that emit relatively
low levels of sulfur dioxide into
the atmosphere and those that emit
high levels. For each source, aver
age building height is calculated
and entered into the model.
Smoke stack diameter, heat re
lease, and exhaust velocity are also
entered into the model so that the
researchers can calculate how the
smoke plume will change under
different weather conditions.

Six atmospheric classifications
The scientists use the weather
forecast to decide which of six clas
ses of atmospheric conditions will
apply during the simulation. With
the required information the com
puter calculates two-hour simula
tions, showing parts per million of
sulfur dioxide for the entire area
surveyed and for each source sep
arately. A television-like display
terminal can be used to view the
two-hour prediction.
The model is currently being
9

used in Allegheny County, Pa., in
experiments conducted by IBM
and the Bureau of Air Pollution
Control. The results are processed
on a System/370 Model 145 at
IBM’s Palo Alto Scientific Center.
Another project involving a com
puter simulation of air pollution
was conducted by Ernst & Ernst a
couple of years ago (see M/S, No
vember-December ’70, p. 8). A
model was constructed of Kansas
City, Mo., for the purpose of at
taining a method of pollution abate
ment for that area at the least total
annual cost.

Marketing Jobs Up,
Controllers’ Down In

’72, Recruiter Predicts
The demand for controllers, other
financial executives, and EDP ex
ecutives will drop in 1972, predicts
Handy Associates, New York ex
ecutive search management con
sulting firm.
Handy believes that there will be
a heightened emphasis on increas
ing sales and paring costs to the
bone in 1972. Consequently, the
demand for controllers and other
financial executives will soften.
EDP executive demand will drop
because the intensive build-up in
data processing staffs that occurred
in the ’60s has now reached a
saturation point, Handy observes.
Sales executives and lawyers will
dominate the executive job market
in 1972, Handy Associates predicts.
James A. Skidmore, Jr., Handy
president, explained that during
1971 industry went through a per
iod of intensive cost cutting and
staff reduction. “With this full-scale
program now virtually complete,
the only route open to most com
panies for greater profits is through
increased revenues. This means a
greater reliance on the sales execu
tive.
“But these executives must be
managers in the true sense, in that
they must be capable of sound
10

sales planning, and training and
motivation of an effective sales
force,” he said.
Lawyers will be in demand be
cause of the proliferation of Gov
ernment regulations affecting every
aspect of business, the firm states.
Another executive search firm
that is making predictions about
the 1972 job market is Korn/Ferry
International.
According to Korn/Ferry, com
panies are increasing their demand
for marketing executives and inter
national executives in all fields,
whether financial, marketing, op
erations, or manufacturing.
The industry areas which have
shown a marked increase in recruit
ing activity, according to Korn/
Ferry, are the consumer goods, en
tertainment, health and hospital,
land development, and shelter in
dustries.
Korn/Ferry also observes that
Japan has started to use executive
search firms, particularly American
firms, to fill its top management
posts.

Women, minorities in demand
Women and professionals from
minority groups are in increasing
demand, Korn/Ferry states.
Les Korn, the firm’s president,
reports that requests for help in lo
cating women and minority execu
tives were up at least 100 per cent
in 1971 over 1970. In 1972 his firm
is predicting at least another 100
per cent rise in requests. Most of
the requests received by the firm
for these executives have been for
middle management positions.
Requests for women executives
first came from banks and insur
ance companies, Mr. Korn said. Mi
nority group requests have come
from larger corporations. Korn/
Ferry first started receiving these
requests at its New York office but
Mr. Korn reports that requests are
now being received by several of
its offices across the country.
Both Handy Associates and
Korn/Ferry International had some
observations about current trends
in executive compensation.

According to Handy, in 1972 the
termination allowance will be used
increasingly as a substitute for the
employment contract.
Handy President Skidmore said,
“We see the continued emergence
of the termination allowance as a
suitable replacement for employ
ment contracts which guarantee
long-lasting payments to the ex
ecutive if the relationship doesn’t
work out. The termination allow
ance is a simple agreement which
affords an executive financial pro
tection in the form of continued
salary for a reasonable period of
time.”
Korn/Ferry says that there is a
greater emphasis on cash compen
sation, which has become attrac
tive due to modifications in the tax
laws. Stock options, Korn/Ferry
observes, are not as significant as
they once were in total compensa
tion packages. Executive cars, club
memberships, and phantom stock
plans are being offered executives.
During 1971 there was a marked
increase in the salary differential
when executives left companies to
accept new positions, Korn/Ferry
states. While in past years sal
ary differential ranged from an 8
to 12 per cent increase, in 1971 the
differential was from a 12 to 15 per
cent increase. This was especially
found at the middle executive level,
the firm notes.

Public Education Needed
To Restrict Government

Control, Says A.T.& T.
The extent of Government in
volvement in business is dependent
on how strongly the American pub
lic believes in the free enterprise
system, John D. deButts, vice
chairman of the board of American
Telephone and Telegraph Com
pany, declared before the recent
annual meeting of the Institute of
Life Insurance in New York.
Business leaders must “persuade
the American people that our pres
Management Adviser

ent system . . . has the versatility
and the resilience to continue serv
ing them effectively in the future,”
Mr. deButts said.
The public’s perception of busi
ness, “perhaps as much as our own
objective performance, in the long
run is going to determine the fu
ture of our system of enterprise,”
he observed.
“If the facts are made clear, if
the American people can be per
suaded to look objectively at the
accomplishments of American busi
ness, then . . . they will come to
recognize that increasing depen
dence on Government is not the
best approach to the fulfillment of
their economic needs,” Mr. deButts
said.
“A strong undercurrent of trust
and support for our system” exists
in the United States, Mr. deButts
maintains. “The problem is it
sounds like there isn’t. And this is
because so much of what we hear
about the state of affairs in this
nation lacks the balanced perspec
tive that business leadership can
supply by carrying its story
thoughtfully and persuasively to
the public.”
The Bell companies acknowledge
that to realize America’s social and
economic objectives much remains
to be done, Mr. deButts said.
“But we are equally firm in our
belief that in order to meet our
obligations to society, we must
have sufficient latitude to operate
our business in the best interests
of our customers, our shareowners,
and our employees,” he added.

Honeywell Shows System

Designed for Small

Banking Operations
Honeywell has designed a new
computer system for small banks,
those processing between 6,000 and
15,000 items per day.
The Model 105 banking system
can be used as a free-standing
batch processing system or as an
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MICR data collection system.
According to Benjamin W. Taun
ton, industry manager of banking
and finance of Honeywell’s North
American computer operations, the
Model 105 banking system provides
the check-sorting and bank-ori
ented accounting capabilities of
larger systems at lower costs.
Applications programs that are
part of Honeywell’s bundled price
policy include: MICR entry, de
mand deposit accounting, savings
accounting, installment loan ac
counting, and proof and transit.
A typical free-standing batch
processing system may be leased
for $3,598 per month on a five-year
contract and a typical MICR data
collection system may be leased
for $2,660 per month on a five-year
contract.
Further information on the
Model 105 may be obtained by
writing Honeywell Inquiry Center,
Mail Station 061, 60 Walnut Street,
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181.

Controls Will Go Off

Only When Productivity
Goes Up, Says Grayson
The only permanent way to get
the U.S. economy out of the con
trol mechanism is by increasing
productivity, C. Jackson Grayson,
chairman of the Price Commission,
explained to The Conference
Board, January 20.
Commissioner Grayson said that
he and more than 20 staff mem
bers will be touring the country to
explain the Phase II program to
groups of private citizens.
“Government can study produc
tivity; it can indicate; it can sug
gest; it can lead. But it cannot do.
The doing can only be done by
you,” the commissioner told the
businessmen. “Productivity is a pri
vate concern.”
Dr. Grayson, professor and dean
of the School of Business Adminis
tration of Southern Methodist Uni
versity, Dallas, said that what he

meant by “productivity” was more
than simply the output per man
hour of the work force.
“Suppose we said we’re really
talking about the effectiveness of
this nation to produce the quality
of life it aspires to. So why not
add some word, like ‘real,’ to the
term productivity, to distinguish
between the index type of purely
quantitative definition and a more
comprehensive definition that in
cludes the qualitative factors as
well.”
Productivity is not solely deter
mined by the attitude of the labor
force, the commission chairman
asserted. “Management must also
provide its labor force with capital
productivity, in the form of new
plant, new productivity planning,
and a new kind of work place dia
logue ... If it does not, we cannot
point a finger at the worker, and
consider productivity his responsi
bility alone,” he said.
The commissioner named six
forces management can use for in
creasing productivity: a dialogue
between working man and work
ing manager in which they study
and plot together for wider, en
riched concepts and practices of
work; new training based on mo
tives, such as achievement motiva
tion; new group incentives for
workers and managers, industries,
and regions; new studies and ac
tion on job enrichment; new kinds
of intra-industry communications;
and “adding to the incentive of pay
and benefits for work a new incen
tive of achievement which is quali
tative.”
Dr. Grayson was asked when he
thought the Price Commission
would be disbanded. He refused to
give a firm date because he said
businessmen might hold off setting
their prices until after that date
had passed. “It is self-defeating to
plan for after controls; we’ll just
have controls longer that way,” the
commissioner commented.
He said that voluntary compli
ance is the key to the Phase II pro
gram and if this were not so a staff
of 10,000, rather than 400, would
compose the Price Commission.
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“Decontrol started when Phase I
ended,” the commissioner said. Be
cause of the clamp-down on prices
during Phase I, there were inequi
ties created that, in some cases, put
companies on the edge of bank
ruptcy, the commissioner observed.
“The primary responsibility for
decontrol lies with the people in
this country, not the Government,”
Dr. Grayson stated.

Goodrich Executive Says
Changing Work Force
Causes Company Changes
Industry must realize
the
younger generation “is not willing
to wait 20 years to get a piece of
the action,” J. W. Miller, vice presi
dent-personnel and organization of
The B. F. Goodrich Company, said
recently.
The changing nature of the work
force with respect to age distribu
tion is a major challenge to organi
zation planners, Mr. Miller told a
meeting of the Personnel Manage
ment and Industrial Relations Con
ference held at the University of
Alabama at Tuscaloosa.
Mr. Miller suggested that youth
can be served by broader and more
versatile uses of task forces and
“venture teams,” with membership
based on ability to contribute,
rather than length of service.
A technical organization at B. F.
Goodrich has replaced the “author
ity of position” with the “authority
of knowledge,” Mr. Miller told the
conference. The organization struc
ture has been designed so that it
“minimizes the obstacles that can
prevent knowledge and expertise
from being brought to bear di
rectly and quickly on problems,”
he said.
Organizational changes are being
fostered by other major forces, Mr.
Miller said. These include: the in
creased skill and educational levels
of the work force; a great and con
tinuing need for providing employ
ment opportunities free from un
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just discrimination; the knowledge
explosion in the computer age; an
economic urgency to defeat infla
tion by stimulating efficiency and
effectiveness of organizations in
business, government, and other in
stitutions.
“We must keep reminding our
selves that organization structures
developed in the pre-computer age
are almost certainly no longer ap
propriate after the systems analysts
and programers have done their
thing,” Mr. Miller warned the con
ference audience.
“There is simply no reason to as
sume that any organization struc
ture that may have been appro
priate five, ten, or 20 years ago is
still necessarily the best way of do
ing things in the ’70’s. The odds are
that it is not.”
The increasing reality of Govern
ment regulation of private enter
prise and other institutions in so
ciety will reflect itself in strong
tendencies toward greater centrali
zation of control and procedure
within these organizations, Mr.
Miller predicted. “The deluge of
paper work and related afflictions
bred by bureaucratic tendencies of
the administrative arm of Govern
ment cannot help but leave a heavy
imprint on the organization struc
tures of the future,” he said.

‘Dynamic Centrist’

Businessmen Urged to
Attack Public Problems
Action should be taken on
America’s problems by members
of the “dynamic center,” says Wil
liam F. May, “because the idiot
left and the maniac right are just as
much of a nuisance in science and
research and sociology and eco
nomics as they are in politics.”
Mr. May, president and chair
man of the board of American Can
Company, made his statement at
the annual dinner of the Cham
ber of Commerce of Metropolitan
St. Louis.
“I don’t have anything in particu

lar against dialogue, except that in
its present form it concentrates
more on decibels than on enlight
enment,” Mr. May said. “I think we
can afford the indulgence, and I
suppose it keeps people off the
streets. But I don’t think it is go
ing to do the job.”
Mr. May believes, “It is high
time that we begin, on a national
scale, to do what every modem
manager does as a matter of course
—pick priorities, weigh alternatives,
keep asking ‘What has that to do
with the price of beans?’ ”

Triple approach suggested
Mr. May suggested a three
pronged approach for solving Am
erica’s human problems. First,
sharpen our critical faculties and
stop believing everything we hear.
Second, put our scientists and en
gineers to work on pressing na
tional problems.
Third, he suggests that trained
managers should evolve new struc
tures to tackle public problems.
Quasi-public corporations, like
Comsat and Amtrak, might be able
to handle problems too big for in
dividual companies, or cities, or
states, he said.
“We need to develop an entirely
new industry, a ‘Resource Manage
ment Industry,’ ” Mr. May said.
“There is nothing especially as
tonishing about the idea of start
ing a new industry. The dynamic
centrists have done it before, and
we are extremely good at it. And
while we are exploring new struc
tures to accomplish new ends, we
will expect our modern managers
to inquire regularly of their com
puters, ‘What will this have to do
with the price of beans?’ ”
Higher education will have to
train the individuals needed for
these new projects, Mr. May said.
“Perhaps one of the biggest con
tributions we can expect from the
academicians of the dynamic cen
ter is that they convince their stu
dents that lending a creative hand
will turn out to be a lot more ful
filling than copping out.”
Management Adviser

Public Auditors Must

Weigh Society’s Needs,
Seaview Meeting Told
The belief that management de
cisions affect not only stockholders
and competitors, but the entire so
ciety, is gaining ascendancy over
the more limited view of manage
ment’s responsibility, Dr. Clarence
Walton, president of the Catholic
University of America, said.
Dr. Walton was the keynote
speaker at the Seaview Symposium
on Ethics in Corporate Financial
Reporting, held in November. The
full text of the symposium is sched
uled to be published by the AICPA
early this summer. It will be called
Ethics in Corporate Financial Re
porting.
Civic responsibility paramount

“Every corporation has a fran
chise from the American people
and as such it has a civic responsi
bility which transcends the simple
manager-stockholder interest,” Dr.
Walton said. “This concept em
braces the notion of fair treatment
for the worker; it embraces the no
tion of dealing with competitors
fairly; of fair treatment for the
buyer and a deep consideration for
the humanitarian rights of our so
ciety which is in such dire distress
today.” Dr. Walton observed,
“Clearly in the area of corporate
financial reporting the public audi
tor enjoys no role similar to the
privileged position of lawyer to
client.
“By the nature of things he is ex
pected to take a broader view of
societal needs. He must slap wrists
when hands attached thereto are
reaching for the wrong things.
Wrong things could include, of
course, conflict-of-interest situa
tions, negligence, inadequate or
dishonest disclosures, and even er
rors of judgment.”
Dr. Walton sees a difficult prob
lem arising: “It is recognized, on
the one hand, that on management
falls the burden of success or fail
March-April, 1972

ure for the corporate enterprise;
presumably it is management’s
right, therefore, to determine what
is economically relevant in disclo
sure.
“On the other hand, it is the
public auditor who, increasingly, is
held responsible for developing
ground rules in preparing financial
statements—and
such
financial
statements cannot escape concerns
with economic relevance for the
long pull.”
Increasingly judicial decisions
have extended the area of respon
sibility to include negligence, Dr.
Walton observed. “The burden is
less on the buyer and more on the
vendor: the accountant who sells
his service does so today under the
watchful eyes of watchful judges
and legislators,” he said.
He warned that in reviewing re
cent court decisions, predictably,
“If there is a conflict between serv
ing a narrow constituency and the
larger society the support will be
for the greater number of claim
ants.”
Dr. Walton noted, “If it is a
question between the weak and the
strong, the courts will find for the
weak.”

Black Workers Feel
Promotion Chances Few,
Electrical Study Shows
According to a recent study of
black and white hourly workers in
the electrical manufacturing indus
try, black workers are less satisfied
with the training they received,
their relations with foremen, and
opportunities for advancement.
The study was conducted by Dr.
Gerald F. Cavanagh, an assistant
professor of management at Wayne
State University, and Dr. Theodore
V. Purcell, an industrial relations
expert, both Jesuit priests. Under a
Ford Foundation grant they inter
viewed 500 employees of electrical
manufacturing plants in Chicago,
Lynchburg, Va., Buffalo, Mem

phis, Boston, and East Pittsburgh,
Pa.
“Animosity can be generated in
the absence of racism by accep
tance of the status quo,” Dr. Cav
anagh recently told a Michigan
State University management sym
posium. He received his doctorate
in business administration from
MSU in 1970.
The research team found that
40 per cent of the black workers
interviewed felt they did not have
a fair chance for promotion, while
only 14 per cent of the white
workers felt the same was true for
them.
“Relationships with foremen are
basic and essential,” Dr. Cavanagh
told the MSU audience. “If he isn’t
understanding and supportive and
can’t help a new worker learn his
job, then there’s no chance of keep
ing the new man.”
If the black worker has good re
lations with his foreman there is a
chance of keeping the worker, but
if relations are bad there is no
chance, Dr. Cavanagh explained.
Until the worker becomes adapted
to his new job environment a sup
portive relationship is necessary.
However, once the man becomes
adapted the same should be ex
pected from him as from any other
worker, the researcher stated.
The study found that young peo
ple of all groups need good sup
portive relations with foremen.
Turnover is slightly greater for
young whites, while absenteeism is
higher among young blacks, Dr.
Cavanagh said. The foremen inter
viewed said there was no difference
in the quantity and quality of work
turned out by blacks and whites.
White workers had no serious
difficulties accepting a black fore
man, Dr. Cavanagh said. However,
“If the new black foreman was
insecure he tended to demand
more of his black workers,” he said.
The complete results of the study
conducted by Dr. Purcell and Dr.
Cavanagh were released this Feb
ruary in book form, Blacks in the
Industrial World: Issues for the
Manager, The Free Press, New
York.
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Commerce Official Asks
Plan for 'Inevitable’

Metric Conversion Now
The U.S. Metric Study, con
ducted by the Department of Com
merce upon Congressional request,
concludes that the United States
will join the rest of the world in
the use of the metric system as the
predominant common language of
measurement.
The study’s findings were re
ported on by Daniel V. De Simone,
director of the study, before a Na
tional Microfilm Association press
briefing in New York.
“Rather than drifting to metric
with no national plan to help the
sectors of our society and guide
our relationships abroad, a care
fully planned transition in which
all sectors participate voluntarily is
preferable,” the study’s director
said.
Difficulties in any event

“There will be real costs and dif
ficulties in the change, whether or
not it is done by plan,” Mr. De
Simone continued. “The study indi
cates that such difficulties in any
event have to be faced as metric
usage reaches substantial propor
tions in America.
“Thus, without a plan the United
States would experience all the dif
ficulties of dual inventories, dual
education, dual thinking, dual sets
of tools, and dual production—per
haps not so soon but over a much
longer period of time.”
The study recommends that ed
ucation in the metric system be
started in the schools and in in
dustry. It also recommends that
international engineering stand
ards, which are currently being ne
gotiated, should include high qual
ity American industrial practices.
Mr. DeSimone observed that the
majority of Americans are not well
versed in the metric system, but
the study showed that those who
were, preferred it to the present
U.S. system. “This demonstrates a
14

need for public education to help
all citizens to cope with the trend
to metric and poses a challenge to
the Congress to point the way for
all Americans,” he concluded.

NCR, Control Data

Announce Joint
Production Program
The National Cash Register Com
pany and Control Data Corporation
have entered into a cooperative
agreement to improve their position
in the EDP hardware market.
Each company will continue to
manufacture central processing
units, but a new jointly owned com
pany will provide both NCR and
Control Data with peripherals.
NCR will develop and produce
the lower and medium-size portion
of the computer line and Control
Data will develop and produce the
more powerful processors. The two
companies’ computers will be com
patible. The computers will con
tinue to carry the name of their
respective manufacturers.
In a joint statement, the two
companies’ presidents declared,
“Success in the general-purpose
computer field in years to come
will demand not only extensive
technical capabilities and a broad
product line, but also the econo
mies of scale in engineering and
manufacturing operations and in
software development which only
sizable volume can provide.”
NCR and Control Data have ar
rived at a rather unique solution
for gaining the necessary size. RCA
pulled out of main-frame manufac
ture and let UNIVAC pick up the
pieces (see M/A November-De
cember, ’71, p. 8); GE and Honey
well merged their computer pro
duction (see M/S July-August,
’70, p. 12); and now NCR and Con
trol Data are trying to stay in the
highly competitive market with
each other’s help. Certainly the
computer market can no longer be
called “IBM and the seven dwarfs”;
there’s a dwarf shortage.

NAA Establishes New
Certificate Program In

Management Accounting
The National Association of Ac
countants has established the In
stitute of Management Accounting
to administer a new certificate pro
gram. The Certificate in Manage
ment Accounting will be granted to
candidates who pass a uniform ex
amination and meet specific educa
tional and professional standards.
The four-part examination is ten
tatively scheduled to be given for
the first time in November.
Candidates for the CMA must
hold a baccalaureate degree or
achieve a satisfactory score on
either the Graduate Record Ex
amination or the Admission Test
for Graduate Studies in Business.
The experience requirement has
not yet been set by the IMA. CMA
candidates may fulfill the require
ment before or after taking the uni
form examination.
CMA candidates should have a
basic working knowledge of man
agerial economics, corporate fi
nance and organization theory, and
an in-depth working knowledge of
the subject areas under manage
ment accounting for planning and
control, the IMA states.
Candidates do not have to be
members of the NAA.
Art Corr, director of educational
services for the NAA, explained that
the new organization is carefully
avoiding the designation certified
management accountant, and is in
stead calling successful candidates
holders of a certificate in manage
ment accounting. “The CMA is
meant to be a measure of know
ledge, not a license to practice,”
Mr. Corr stated, much like an aca
demic degree.
Those interested in obtaining
more information about the certifi
cate program should write The
Institute of Management Account
ing, c/o The National Association
of Accountants, 919 Third Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10022.
Management Adviser

Company Size Does Not

Affect Allocation of

Funds to EDP: Diebold
There is little relationship be
tween company size and data pro
cessing budget, the Diebold Re
search Program finds.
The industry-sponsored study set
out to discover some key indica
tors of the data processing spend
ing pattern in large industrial and
manufacturing corporations.
Large companies do not allot a
greater percentage of their sales
to data processing than smaller or
ganizations, nor do they spend their
EDP dollars differently, the Die
bold team found. Corporate growth
rate does not appear to be related
to data processing spending either,
they concluded.
However, there appears to be a
uniformity
of EDP spending
among competitors in one indus
try, irrespective of size, the re
searchers state.
Another pattern the Diebold
group discerned was that generally
those companies with centralized
control allocate substantially less
money to data processing than
those with decentralized control.

portation companies; .67 in distri
bution companies. The average
major manufacturing company em
ploys about 550 people in its data
processing operations,
Diebold
finds.
Most of the EDP resources are
allocated to running day-to-day ap
plications for which the primary
development effort has already
been made, Diebold found. Thirty
per cent of the typical EDP bud
get is allocated to new systems de
velopment, 60 per cent to ongoing
applications, and 10 per cent to
conversion, the researchers state.
The average manufacturing com
pany expenditure for data process
ing is 0.90 per cent of corporate
sales. When broken down by indus
tries, EDP allocations range from
2.23 per cent of corporate sales
for aerospace and defense com
panies to 0.44 per cent for food
and beverage manufacturers, the
study reports.
The Diebold Research Program
is a continuing industry-sponsored
study conducted by the profes
sional staff of The Diebold Group,
Inc., an international consulting
firm with headquarters in New
York.

On Line Index for
Typical EDP budget

Medical Articles

The typical EDP budget in in
dustry, as split along corporate
functional lines, is: financial and
administrative 31 per cent; manu
facturing 24 per cent; marketing 14
per cent; distribution 11 per cent;
R&D and engineering 8 per cent;
personnel 4 per cent; corporate
planning 2 per cent; other applica
tions 6 per cent. The Diebold re
searchers said the typical manufac
turing firm spends nearly four mil
lion dollars per year on hardware
rental and purchase, and more than
six million on its data processing
staff.
The Diebold team found the ra
tio of corporate expenditures for
hardware to expenditures for data
processing staff was: .66 in manu
facturing companies; .90 in trans

Developed by N.I.H.
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A computerized index to all ar
ticles that have appeared in 239
medical journals since January 1,
1969 has been developed by the
National Library of Medicine of
the National Institute of Health.
The coded index contains more
than 130,000 individual citations.
The MEDLARS-on-line system
was designed for use by medical
libraries, hospitals, and research in
stitutions. It provides hard-copy
reference listings on current medi
cal topics.
Included in the MEDLARS sys
tem are General Electric TermiNet
300 teleprinters. These instantane
ously print out the requested bibli
ography.

Battery-operated calculator, which
fits in shirt pocket, has solid state
memory.

Small Electronic Calculator
Likened to Slide Rule
By California Maker
A new pocket electronic calcula
tor has been introduced by Hew
lett-Packard Company, the HP-35.
Company President William R.
Hewlett likened the HP-35 to a
“fast, extremely accurate slide rule,
with a solid state memory similar
to those used in computers.”
The new calculator performs all
trigonometric and logarithmic func
tions, square root, addition, sub
traction, multiplication, division,
and several other mathematical op
erations at the touch of one of the
unit’s 35 keys. Answers appear on
the calculator’s lighted display.
Intermediate answers retained

Contained in the HP-35 are an
operational stack of four registers
and a data storage register for con
stants. The stack holds intermediate
answers and, at the appropriate
time, automatically brings them
back for further use, Hewlett-Pack
ard states.
The HP-35 sells for $395. It is
manufactured and marketed by HP
Advanced Products, 10900 Wolfe
Road, Cupertino, California.
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Report Says Increase

In Computer Shipments
Lower in ’71 Than in ’70
Computer shipments during 1971
did not increase as much as they
did during 1970, the International
Data Corporation, Newtonville,
Mass., reports.
“The U.S. computer user let out
a distinct burp during 1971, releas
ing the hot air of oversell that had
built up during the past five years,”
the market research firm colorfully
states. It facetiously calls 1971 the
“year of the burp.”
In 1971 computer makers had a
net gain on shipments of 60 per
cent, while in 1970 they experi
enced an 80 per cent gain, IDC
notes.
U. S. EDP users retired or re
turned over $1.4-billion worth of
computers to their manufacturers
in 1971 and accepted nearly $4.3billion worth of new computers to
power existing and planned ap
plications, IDC says.

Recession one factor
“This ends a tumultuous two years
during which the end of a compu
ter generation coincided with an
economic recession,” said P. J. Mc
Govern, IDC president. “Users be
came more sophisticated when
pressured by economic necessity;
they took advantage of the over
capacity that had built up during
the boom years of the late 1960s.”
Mr. McGovern continued, “For
the next two years, at least, our
studies indicate that shipments will
again increase at rates of 18 or 19
per cent, rather than at the rela
tively flat levels of the last three
years.”
Shipments by U. S.-based com
puter manufacturers are headed up
again and the rate of retirements
has stabilized, Mr. McGovern
stated.
According to an IDC estimate,
the two manufacturers that experi
enced the greatest percentage in
crease of new equipment shipments
in 1970-71 were Burroughs and
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Digital Equipment; both had a 13
per cent gain. Xerox Data Systems
experienced the biggest decrease,
11 per cent, of the companies IDC
covered.
While the U.S.-based computer
manufacturers covered in the IDC
estimate shipped 33 per cent more
equipment to customers in the
United States than to those abroad,
net yield on international ship
ments was 18 per cent, so that the
net volume added to the installed
base in the United States was only
8 per cent greater than abroad,
IDC found.

Portable Microfilm Reader
Can Be Used in Car, Hotel

Room, 3M Reports
A portable microfilm reader that
operates on standard 120-volt cur
rent or can be plugged into an
automobile cigarette lighter has
been added to the 3M Company’s
microfilm products line.
The “Consultant” is the size of a
desk dictionary and weighs under
five pounds, 3M says. It can accept
4-by 6-inch and tab-size microfiche
and 35mm aperture cards.
Information retrieval simplified

According to D.W. McArthur,
vice president of 3M’s microfilm
products division, dayfight reada
bility and 12-volt battery operation
“make it possible for a sales repre
sentative or serviceman operating
out of his car or from a motel room
to retrieve information from micro
film instead of bulky manuals or
files.”
The reader is available with 20X,
24X, or 32X magnifications. The
Consultant has thumb-wheel con
trols for precise vertical and hori
zontal image placement.
The suggested retail price for the
Consultant reader is $159. It is
available through 3M Business
Products Sales Inc., St. Paul, Minn.

‘Zero Pollution’ Goal
Termed Economically

Impossible by Rockwell
“There are limits to how far and
how fast pollution abatement con
trols can be implemented without
jeopardizing national economic per
formance,” Willard F. Rockwell,
Jr., board chairman and chief ex
ecutive officer of North American
Rockwell Corporation, told the
American Institute of Industrial
Engineers, January 11.
Mr. Rockwell asserted that he
believes the United States has the
technical capability to achieve en
vironmental clean-up, but he ques
tioned the advisability of substan
tial capital investment in the non
productive area of pollution con
trol.
He warned that expensive pollu
tion control programs may have
the unfortunate side effects of
“shuttered factories and spiraling
unemployment.”

Absolute purity exorbitant

“Two months ago, the United
States Senate passed a water pollu
tion control bill whose ultimate
cost, according to the National In
dustrial Pollution Control Council,
could be $316 billion,” Mr. Rock
well said. “That’s enough to shake
the economic foundations of this
country.
“This so-called ‘Zero Discharge
Bill,’ which calls for the elimination
of pollutants, no matter what the
discharge outlet, is a commendable
concept. The aims of the bill are
good—but the lack of realism is ap
palling. Straining for absolutely
pure water for universal usage adds
astronomically to the cost,” Mr.
Rockwell said.
He estimated that 85 to 90 per
cent of the water pollutants could
be removed at a 20-year cost of just
over $60 billion. However, to re
move an additional 9 per cent
would cost a total of $119 billion
and to raise the removal level to
100 per cent would cost another
$200 billion.
Management Adviser

“If Senate Bill 2770 stands as
written, the economic lives of 200
million Americans may never again
be exactly the same,” the corpora
tion chief declared.
Investment is needed to increase
the U.S. Gross National Product in
order to provide enough jobs for
American workers, Mr. Rockwell
said.
“Zero growth and zero profits
may delight some of the environ
mentalists, but I don’t believe our
productive, intelligent citizens are
going to allow this nation to com
mit financial suicide,” he stated.

Steel’s costs would exceed profits

Mr. Rockwell pointed to the steel
and paper industries, as two dra
matic cases of the potential hard
ship of absolute pollution control.
The future capital costs of air and
water pollution controls in the steel
industry, $4.5 billion, is a sum
greater than the industry’s total
profits during the past five years.
To meet zero discharge require
ments, the paper industry, which is
now investing one-sixth of its capi
tal expenditures on pollution con
trol, would have to increase its in
vestment by 30 to 40 per cent.
Figures needed for every industry
“This is the kind of data we need
for all industries, for all affected
companies, for all affected states,
counties, and municipalities. Be
cause in a different form, we’re
going to experience this rippling
effect of pollution control costs
nationwide,” Willard Rockwell
warned.
At the AICPA’s annual meeting
in 1970 Ellison S. Burton, head of
operations research in the Wash
ington office of Ernst & Ernst, re
ported on an analysis his firm did
of air pollution abatement proced
ures in respect to their total effect
and comparative cost for Kansas
City, Mo. (see M/S, NovemberDecember, ’70, p. 8). The firm did
not recommend a “zero discharge”
standard.
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New Magazine Geared

To Explore Business Role

In Society Launched
A recently inaugurated maga
zine, Business and Society Review,
is devoted exclusively to exploring
the role of business in a free so
ciety.
Its publisher, Arthur Rosenfeld,
said, “I believe in the Review’s
message of social concern but with
this journal we are also making a
side bet on the system. We are
gambling that business wants to
listen, that enterprise capitalism is
capable of satisfying society’s
needs, and that we can operate a
business journal for that purpose at
a profit.”
Mr. Rosenfeld estimates that
there are 100,000 U.S. businessmen
who are potential Review subscrib
ers. He characterizes them as peo
ple “who pay attention to more
than just the bottom line.”
“Businessmen will buy the Re
view because they want it, or not
buy it because they don’t want it,”
Mr. Rosenfeld said. “There will be
no panhandling of foundations or
of the business community.” There
will also be no advertising.
Business and Society Review will
be published quarterly. Charter
subscriptions are $24 a year. The
Review is published by Warren,
Gorham & Lamont, Inc., 89 Beach
Street, Boston, Mass. 02111.

APICS Institutes

Forecasting, Inventory
Control Examinations
Examinations to measure com
petence in forecasting and inven
tory control have been developed
by the American Production & In
ventory Control Society, Inc. The
two examinations will be conduct
ed for the first time in May, 1972.
The forecasting test will cover
forecasting principles, forecasting

techniques, and using forecasts ef
fectively.
Included in the inventory plan
ning examination will be: classifi
cations of inventory, inventory
management, lot sizing techniques,
order points and safety stocks, allo
cation of resources, and physical
custody.

Tests three types of knowledge
Three different types of know
ledge will be measured on the two
exams, APICS explains. First will
be knowledge of principles, tech
niques, and procedures for solv
ing problems. Second will be un
derstanding the advantages and
disadvantages of alternative choices
among techniques, decision rules,
etc. Finally, the tests will measure
familiarity with application of stan
dard procedures to real world
problems.
Two attainment levels set

Candidates may apply for either
of two levels, certificate or fellow
ship. Both level candidates will
take the same examinations, but fel
lowship candidates will be ex
pected to answer more questions
and more difficult ones than certifi
cate candidates.
There are no vocational or ed
ucational requirements for taking
the examinations. Candidates do
not have to be members of APICS.
More information about the ex
aminations may be obtained from
the chairman of the APICS Cur
riculum and Certification Program
Council, George W. Plossl, APICS
National Headquarters, Suite 504,
Watergate Building, 2600 Virginia
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20037.
Other examinations planned
APICS plans to develop other ex
aminations in material require
ments planning, capacity require
ments planning, scheduling, and
other fields related to inventory
management and production con
trol.
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BankAmericard Profit

Analysis Shows Most
Older Programs Profitable
BankAmericard has released the
first results of its recently installed
profit analysis system (see M/A
September-October, ’71, p. 14).
Taking into account both direct
and indirect expenses (overhead
and cost of funds), 42 per cent of
BankAmericard’s member banks,
holding 63 per cent of outstand
ings, were profitable during the
third quarter of 1971, BankAmeri
card reports.
Among the BankAmericard pro
grams over four years old, 74 per
cent, representing 84 per cent of
outstandings in this group, were
profitable after both direct and in
direct expenses. Among programs
two to four years old 39 per cent
were profitable, and among pro
grams less than two years old only
18 per cent were profitable after
direct and indirect expenses.
Uniformity of reporting is the
key to the BankAmericard profit
analysis system. Member banks
submit detailed quarterly income
and expense reports and National
BankAmericard Incorporated tabu
lates their results and compares
them. The system was designed
with the assistance of Arthur An
dersen & Co.

“Uncertainties are anathema to
the stock market,” Mr. Sass observ
ed, “but as some of the problems
get resolved and as the visibility of
the 1972 economy increases, the
psychology for individuals, con
sumers and investors alike, will be
reflected in a lower rate of sav
ings and a return to the invest
ment scene.”
While Neuwirth believes Phase
II will hold down inflation in 1972,
to about three per cent, the firm
also thinks Phase II will hold back
economic growth, to an $85-billion
increase.
“We think that the odds favor a
gradual phasing out of the Phase
II program and abandonment of
the program by perhaps mid-1972
as the program becomes less popu
lar, and, at this point, labor
leaders will probably withdraw
from the program,” Mr. Sass said.
“We believe that the economy is
on the mend, and this will mean
greater profits through higher vol
ume, lower interest costs, and bet
ter utilization of plant capacity.
The result will be lower unem
ployment and easing of cost push
inflationary pressures,” Neuwirth’s
president predicted.

Validata Credit Card
To New York Subscribers

Stock Market Is Due to
Rise as Interest Falls
There is more risk in staying
out of the stock market than get
ting into it, according to Martin
Sass, president of Neuwirth Man
agement and Research Corporation,
New York.
Neuwirth is adviser to three mu
tual funds, The Neuwirth Fund,
The Neuwirth Century Fund, and
the Neuwirth Income and Develop
ment Corporation.
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IBM Uses Computer
To Monitor Production
Of Other Computers

Service Now Available

Mutual Fund Adviser Says

checking account number has been
indexed on the terminal. The reply
is displayed in coded numerical
form and when a card is questioned
the digits instruct the clerk on the
procedure to follow.
The Validata computer file con
tains account information furnished
by major companies issuing credit
cards and processing checks. A re
tailer may also exclusively store
and use information on his own
credit card accounts, TRW says.
The Validata computer center is
in operation 24 hours a day 365
days a year. TRW plans to open
regional centers in Chicago and At
lanta soon. By the end of the year
the company expects to offer the
Validata service in 25 major cities
across the United States.
Additional information is avail
able by writing S. R. Schoen,
TRW Systems Application Center,
One Space Park, Redondo Beach,
California 90278.

The Validata credit card and
personal check validation service is
being made available by TRW Inc.
to New York area subscribers. The
service costs from two to ten cents
per transaction.
Validata provides immediate on
line approval of non-cash transac
tions, TRW says. The system is al
ready in operation in the Los An
geles area. TRW reports that West
Coast airlines subscribing to Vali
data have achieved significant re
duction of losses.
TRW says the average time for
receiving a validation is less than
one second after the credit card or

IBM is using a manufacturing
control computer in the manufac
ture of one of its manufacturing
control computers. For a change,
someone is taking his own advice.
The System/7 (see M/S, Janu
ary-February, ’71, p. 8) is a small
sensor-based system which can op
erate by itself to collect quality
control data from testing devices
on a manufacturing line and keep
production count of acceptable
products.
Almost 60,000 different combina
tions of parts can be built into the
System/7. IBM has developed a
three-part production technique to
handle these variations.
• A manufacturing control com
puter is used to speed through the
combinations and select the parts
for each new System/7.
• Parts, everything from small
fasteners to complex circuit cards,
Management Adviser

are stocked at the head of the pro
duction line.
• Specially designed multi-pur
pose carts, equipped with rotary
tables, are used to roll the parts to
assembly technicians who clamp
them in place and use them as
work tables.
“In the past computer assemblies
generally were built on a bench,”
explained Bernard Sassen, a manu
facturing engineer who developed
the new production technique.
“The assembler, with parts stored
on shelving or on the assembly
floor, would gather the components
and build the unit. The unit, or
subunit, was sent on to the next
operation for further assembly or
test.”
Because of the many possible
parts combinations of the System/7
the traditional manufacturing tech
niques would have required a large
storage area and would have
proved costly and difficult, IBM
said.

EDP Personnel in CPA Firms Earn Significantly Higher

Salaries than Industrial Colleagues, Survey Indicates

The median salary for EDP per
sonnel in CPA firms is $20-22,000, a
recent survey conducted by the
American Federation of Informa
tion Processing Societies has dis
closed.
AFIPS surveyed a sample of the
membership of 11 of its con
stituent societies and the DPMA.
The median salary for the 8,417
respondents was $16-17,999.
The AICPA’s survey group was
selected from those firms that had
reported EDP involvement in the
Institute’s 1970 survey. At that time
the firms were asked to identify a
representative of their EDP opera
tion and for the purpose of the
AFIPS survey every fourth one of
these representatives received a
questionnaire. Of this group 203
AICPA members responded to the
AFIPS study.

Chicago Hospital Cuts
EDP Costs 50-66 Per Cent
Through Time Sharing
A cost-conscious Chicago hospi
tal is keeping its data processing
costs down to about one dollar per
patient-day by using a shared hos
pital computer system.
Northwest Hospital of Chicago
became the 100th hospital to auto
mate its accounting procedures by
linking data transmission terminals
to McDonnell Douglas Automation
Company’s shared system in Peoria.
The shared computer system
provides Northwest with patient
billing, accounts receivable, ac
counts payable, general ledger, and
payroll.
John Menas, controller of North
west Hospital, said, “Our data pro
cessing costs will be about $1 a
patient-day, whereas other hospi
tals that use their own computers
have costs ranging from $2 to $3
a patient-day. Such cost-cutting on
our part results in lower bills to
our patients.”
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AICPA sample skewed?
This sample technique may have
given the AICPA group a prepon
derance of department heads, a
possibility borne out by the slightly
higher age and salary medians for
the AICPA respondents.
The median age of all AFIPS
survey respondents was 37, of AI
CPA respondents 43. Women ac
counted for about 8.8 per cent of
all the AFIPS respondents, less than
2 per cent of the AICPA respon
dents.
Whites in overwhelming majority

Caucasians compose 95.3 per
cent of all the information proces
sing personnel who responded to
the AFIPS questionnaire. In the
CPA firms about 98 per cent of the
respondents were Caucasian.
AFIPS found 12.6 per cent of its
respondents had doctorates, while
among the responding AICPA
members only about 2.5 per cent
did.
Clearly, most of the AFIPS re

spondents came from much larger
companies than the AICPA EDP
people did. Only 4.3 per cent of the
AFIPS respondents came from
companies with from one to ten
employees, while 113 of the AI
CPA’s 197 people answering this
question in the survey came from
firms of this size.
Salary level differentials

Only 0.3 per cent of the AFIPS
respondents had salaries of more
than $50,000, while about 2 per
cent of the AICPA respondents
received compensation higher than
this figure.
A little less than half of the
CPAs received specialized EDP
training through computer manu
facturers’ customer training, while
less than a quarter received this
training as part of their formal ed
ucation. About a quarter received
some EDP training on the job.

Other organizations surveyed
The other organizations included
in the AFIPS survey were: The As
sociation for Computing Machin
ery; Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers’ Computer
Society; Simulation Councils, Inc.;
American Society for Information
Science; Association for Computa
tional Linguistics; Society for In
dustrial and Applied Mathematics;
Society for Information Display;
Special Libraries Association; Am
erican Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics; Instrument So
ciety of America; and the Data
Processing Management Associa
tion.

Availability of report
The results of the complete AF
IPS Personnel Survey are available
at $2 per copy from AFIPS Press,
210 Summit Avenue, Montvale,
N.J. 07645.
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disabled
veteran

business
asset

It’s true. Many disabled veterans have been trained in hard-to-find specialties through vocational
rehabilitation. Disabled veterans offer more than experience and skills: they have the kind of
determination that makes them better employees ... with fewer absences and accidents . . . with
higher productivity and employer loyalty. For help in hiring disabled veterans, contact your local
office of the Veterans Administration or the State Employment Service.

Hire the disabled veteran. He’s got a lot to give.

JOBS FOR VETERANS CAMPAIGN
BUSINESS PRESS AD NO. JV-1678-72—7’’ x 10” (110 Screen)
Volunteer Agency: Deutsch, Shea & Evans, Inc., Volunteer Coordinator: J. W. Curran, RCA Corporation

A slow process of deliberate management “innovation,”
in which each move is made only after it can be shown
that it will result in a savings, may be better than an ela
borate, expensive program of revision—

STEP-BY-STEP MANAGEMENT INNOVATION
by William H. Gruber
Research and Planning Institute, Inc.

controllers are the pri
mary source of information
used in the management
corporations. For some reason, per
haps because controllers have the
responsibility of producing balance
sheets and income statements, con
trollers frequently have a narrow
view of information. Management
information is frequently very dif
ferent from the accounting reports
produced by the corporate control
lers; thus, line executives are fre
quently dissatisfied with these ac
counting reports.
Surveys by the National Indus
trial Conference Board and the Fi
ften

O
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nancial Executives Institute1 indi
cate that many corporations have
ofcreated management information
systems (MIS) functions which are
independent of the controller in
the organization structure. The
ability of a new MIS function to
increase the management compe
tence in one firm is described in
1 See Stieglitz, M., and C. D. Wilkerson,
Corporate Organization Structure, Stud
ies in Personnel Policy, No. 10, New
York, National Industrial Conference
Board, 1968; and Kennedy, D. W.,
“What a President Needs to Know about
MIS,” Financial Executive, December,
1970, pp. 55-57ff.

this article. This company’s ex
perience illustrates the exciting
potential for increasing corpor
ate effectiveness through better
use of management information
systems. The challenge for manage
ment in the 1970’s will be to un
lock the potential for increased
efficiency that can be achieved
through the kind of innovations
described in this case study.
In a large chemical company
headquartered in New York, the
appointment of a new president
(who had been vice president of
R&D) was followed by rapid im
provement in the management
21

Experienced line management was willing to work closely with the director of MIS because
he had been a competent chemist, and understood many problems because of this expe
rience, and also because he was willing to give enough time for necessary "interfaces."

capability. Sales forecasts were de
veloped and used to schedule pro
duction and to motivate the sales
force. Marketing costs were related
to sales in order to test for the
usefulness of alternative sources of
sales growth. A computer-based
corporate long-range planning sys
tem was initiated in order to pro
vide a basis for the development
of corporate strategies. Communi
cation patterns were monitored,
and problem-solving groups were
created to bring together managers
from different functional areas who
could contribute to the solution of
problems that crossed functional
areas.
This company continued to grow
rapidly and profitably, even during
the 1970 recession. The sharp in
crease in management competence
achieved from 1968 to 1971 left the
company in a very favorable posi
tion relative to its competition.
Managers at several levels in the
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hierarchy of the firm were aware
of the significant management im
provements that had been achieved
in a short period of time. Company
executives believed that they were
winners and displayed a willing
ness to innovate and to work
harder.
All of this was accomplished in
an orderly way. This was not a
crisis drive to cut costs. Very few
people were fired. Significant im
provement in the management
capability of this firm occurred be
cause the new president was com
mitted to the process of “manage
ment innovation.” He began to al
locate resources to improve the
process of management in a way
very similar to that in which new
products and processes are devel
oped in R&D. He had inherited a
traditional corporate management
that was spending almost all of its
time on maintenance activities. As
the former vice president of R&D,
he was aware that new products
are not invented unless someone is
given the responsibility for invent
ing them. Accordingly, he set up a
management innovation group to
improve the management capa
bility.
The following case study is an
evaluation of the management in
novations achieved by this new
company president.
A case study

There have been case studies of
how new products are developed

in R&D. Some case studies of major
management decisions, such as the
GE move to decentralization, are
available. Progress in developing
a new management competence,
however, has rarely been reported
in the literature. How does a firm
begin to use a computer-based
long-range planning model? What
is so difficult about a sales fore
casting model that a large firm
with a strong computer capability
should not begin to use one until
1970, rather than five years earlier?
The objectives of this case study
are:

1. Examine conditions favorable
to innovation in management;
2. Report on technical capabili
ties needed for such innovations;
3. Provide an analysis of difficul
ties and risks involved; and,
4. Provide a basis for estimating
costs/benefits and required time to
achieve important progress in man
agement capabilities and perform
ance.

The new president had no con
crete understanding of what could
be achieved when he initiated the
effort to improve the management
capability of his corporation. Al
though he had very little formal
management education, he had
been an experienced research
chemist and had achieved an ef
fective research division during his
tenure as vice president of re
search. He was very young com
pared to the company presidents
Management Adviser

of the major firms in this industry.
In one of his first administrative
decisions, this young president in
itiated a new capability. He cre
ated a management information sys
tem (MIS) function and appointed
as its director a Ph.D. chemist who
had been his administrative officer
in the research division. Both the
new company president and the di
rector of MIS had had relatively
little experience in marketing, pro
duction, and finance. They did not
have a formal educational back
ground in these fields equal to
what might be expected from a
young M.S. or M.B.A.from a gradu
ate school of business. In one re
spect, however, this lack of aca
demic preparation was an asset;
experience-based line management
was willing to work with the direc
tor of MIS because he had been a
competent chemist and understood
many problems as a result of this
experience.
That the director of MIS and the
new company president were able
and experienced managers was
clearly helpful in the effort to im
prove the management competence
of their firm. They had very few
theoretical insights about what had
to be done, and much of their pro
gress was a result of problem-solv
ing behavior quite in harmony with
what might be expected of research
chemists. They did not accept man
agement practice as they found it,
nor did they have a preconceived
vision of what could be accom
plished. But if answers were to be
come available to the logical and
proper questions they asked, then a
stronger management information
capability would inevitably be re
quired.
Strategy

Many decisions were made in im
plementing this management inno
vation effort. The management im
provement projects had a common
set of characteristics that provided
a strategy for management innova
tion. These common characteristics
for management innovation pro
jects were:
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1. Low risks: All the initial man
agement improvement projects
were specified in such a way that
there was a high probability of
success. No project that involved a
large expenditure of funds was in
itiated. All projects that involved
computers were well within the
technical frontier. Computer pro
graming was done on service
bureau terminals in order not to
disrupt the operations of the cor
porate computer facility.
2. Low technical complexity:
The models of market activity used
to forecast sales, plan production,
and motivate the sales force were
relatively simple. The director of
MIS had access to very sophisti
cated university consultants, and he
was
aware of several large
and complex management science
models that were being tried in his
industry. Such models at the fron
tier of management science were
rejected by this director of MIS,
who correctly perceived that a
traditionally managed company
could not cope with sophisticated
models even if such techniques
could be developed at a reasonable
cost.
3. Tight funding: This MIS
function started with a director and
one staff professional. By the end
of the first year there were three
staff professionals, and this in
creased to nine by the end of the
second year and 15 by the end of
the third year. Staff were added
to this MIS capability only when
a line executive who would be
served with a new MIS reporting
capability agreed to reduce his
staff.2 Thus, the increase in the MIS
staff did not cause an expansion in
the total support staff of this firm.
4. Fast payback: Each manage
ment innovation project was evalu
ated for its contribution to reduc
tions in direct costs. Credit was
not given for intangible benefits.
There had to be reductions in em
ployees, inventory levels, or some
other tangible resource on which
a cost could be estimated. It was
calculated, in an analysis of com-

The director of MIS and the

new company president had
very few theoretical insights
about what had to be done,
and much of their progress

was a result of problem

solving behavior quite in
harmony with what might

be expected of research
chemists, They did not accept
management practice as they

found it, nor did they have a
preconceived vision of what
could be accomplished, But if

answers were to become
available to the logical and
proper questions they asked,
then a stronger management

information capability would
inevitably be required,

2 Or a member of the professional staff
of the controller could be eliminated.
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Line executives were encouraged to work directly with the computer-based MIS;
software was developed to permit executives to achieve useful outputs while
spending relatively little time in learning how to ask the computer questions.

pleted management innovation pro
jects, that cost reductions from
each project paid for the innova
tion costs within eight months after
the costs had been incurred.
5. Acceptance by line execu
tives: Projects were not initiated
unless the line executives involved
were willing to use the expected
results of a management innova
tion effort.
This was not a crash program of
management improvement. The
management innovation operations
were increased in scope in a way
similar to that in which a good
R&D effort for new products and
processes is expanded. The profes
sional staff was carefully selected
and was hired slowly. Although
there were a very large number
of possible management improve
ment projects visible at the time
the new company president took
charge, systems analysts were as
signed to projects with great care
in order to prevent the problems
often created when there are too
many balls up in the air at the
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same time. It should be recalled
that this was a profitable, rapidly
growing company, and top man
agement was of the opinion that it
would be incorrect to risk upsetting
the corporate management by
abrupt or high-pressure efforts to
achieve very rapid progress in the
development of an improved man
agement capability.
Major accomplishments

Although there were a large
number of management innovations
during the first three years of this
effort, only eight will be described.
These examples were selected to il
lustrate the breadth of management
activity that was improved.
1. Computer-based corporate plan
ning capability provided a basis for
evaluating future activity (e.g.,
sales by product line) under vari
ous assumptions. This capability
made planning easier, and it in
creased the commitment to plan
ning of a large number of the cor
porate executives. In addition, the

budgeting for the next year was
made more efficient because this
new computer capability produced
alternative budgets quickly with
relatively little clerical effort. One
result of this increase in the utiliza
tion of information for planning
was the questioning of previously
accepted expense/sales ratios. This
computer-based planning capability
facilitated analyses of the effect on
corporate sales and profits of
changes in discretionary expenses
such as advertising and sales force
levels.
2. Monthly sales forecasts by
product line adjusted longer-run
trends by seasonal and cyclical fac
tors. These forecasts were used for
sales quotas, marketing strategies,
and production scheduling. Re
sponsibility for profit center man
agement by product line became a
reality when sales performance was
evaluated against expectations cal
culated with trend, seasonal, and
cyclical effects identified.
The old easy excuses to explain
poor performance, such as, “July is
always a bad month,” were tested
against historical experience as cal
culated by the computer sales fore
casting system.
3. Product cost control system
identified expenses which could be
controlled at the product line level.
Allocated costs to product lines
which could not be controlled by
product line were separated from
the controllable costs, thereby in
creasing the visibility of the pro
duct line performance effect on
corporate profitability.
4. Marketing customer control
system identified and maintained a
record of activity for each cus
tomer. Salesmen were given in
structions for each customer, and
better communication to and from
salesmen was achieved. Systems an
alysis of the marketing information
used prior to this new capability
discovered that salesmen were re
porting customer activity which
was incorrect. A huge marketing
information system had been in
use which did not have an inter
active capability. Salesmen had
been flooded with useless informa
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tion. Sales reports were completed
but never used. This large mass
of information which had been
passing back and forth between
marketing management and the
sales force was terminated, and the
new system which created a dia
logue between the marketing data
base and the sales force substituted
in its place. Thus a little-used static
system was replaced by a dynamic
information system which created
a capability to absorb new informa
tion and enriched the customer
data base as a result of the experi
ence reported by the sales force.
5. Programing software capabil
ity allowed managers who were
inexperienced with computers to
ask questions of the system. The in
volvement of Une management
with the new computer-based man
agement information system was an
objective given high priority by the
director of management informa
tion systems. His staff were in
structed to encourage line execu
tives to work directly with the
computer-based MIS that had been
developed. Software was developed
permitting executives who were in
experienced in the use of compu
ters to achieve useful MIS out
puts with a relatively small invest
ment in time allocated to learn how
to ask questions of the computer
system. Terminals were located
close to the offices of the line ex
ecutives.
6. Share of market budgeting
system provided a more realistic
set of objectives for product line
managers. It had been the practice
to calculate a year’s budget in No
vember and December of the pre
vious year. Seasonal and cyclical
factors soon made this budget ir
relevant, and yet each month vari
ances from this static budget were
calculated and “explained.” Under
the new system, product line man
agers were held responsible for a
share of market, and actual per
formance was compared with a
sales budget calculated each month
from estimates of total market ac
tivity by product line.
7. Variance budgeting systems
predicted year-end variance based
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It had been the practice to calculate a year's budget in Novem
ber and December; under the new system actual performance
was compared with a sales budget calculated each month.

on year-to-date results compared
with budget. Total market volume
estimates were calculated for the
year on a monthly basis. Thus all
levels of management received a
report of the potential by product
on an estimated basis. The actual
year-to-date performance was com
pared with estimated yearly per
formance on a monthly basis in or
der to give management an ap
proximation of what had to be
achieved in order to fulfill the con
tribution of each product line to
budgeted corporate performance.
8. On-line production and inven
tory planning system replaced a
slow and labor-intensive system.
This gave more detailed informa
tion by kind of item within a pro
duct line and provided an estimate
of production costs under various
volumes and product mixes (e.g.,
forecasted cost of goods sold).

All of the progress described
here involved management innova
tions in the utilization of informa
tion. Is that all there is to progress
in a management capability? Obvi

ously not! Information must be
processed by line management into
decisions, into actions. There were
many related organizational
changes but it seems that the de
velopment of an MIS capability
does appear to be the leading edge
in the management innovation ef
fort of many companies.
Involvement of line management
This brief overview of the ma
jor systems innovations which had
been implemented in just a few
years indicates what can be accom
plished with a small MIS staff that
understands the information needs
of management. The information
required as data inputs to the new
systems was readily available. The
computer programing was not dif
ficult. These new MIS capabilities
were developed quickly because of
the quality of the MIS-line man
agement relationships and the high
quality of the MIS director and his
staff.
The budgets of the line execu
tives were charged for the ex
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penses incurred during a manage
ment innovation effort related to a
given line manager’s activities.
When a manager funds a systems
project, he has a feeling of con
trol. He is more involved in what
results from the project, and he de
serves significant credit if the pro
ject succeeds because he is the one
who took risks with his own funds.
The practice of having a user pay
for the systems that are developed
has still a further advantage: it in
creases the probability of relevance
of the work done by the MIS staff.
Involvement of line management
with the development of the MIS
capability was critical in the pro
gress that was achieved. To achieve
this involvement required several
years of learning experience. The
support by the company president,
of course, was an additional moti
vating force. However, a new com
pany president can dictate only to
a limited degree if he inherits a
strong management. The utilization
of new management techniques is
a difficult kind of problem to man
age by fiat. It seems fair to say
that the involvement of line man
agement in the application of the
new MIS capability resulted from
the performance of the MIS staff
in producing several very useful
new systems.
A second factor leading to the
involvement of the line managers
was the educational effort of the
director of MIS. An MIS manager
with long experience in the tech
nology of his industry is a very rare
combination. His talents for in
struction and persuasion, previously
exercised in the administration of
R&D, were put to good use in his
new position. This director of MIS
had the happy faculty of being a
good listener. He knew that he
could not force line executives to
accept new techniques in manage
ment. Recognizing the limitations
of his power, he allocated a large
proportion of his time to the inter
face between the MIS function and
the line executives. This selling of
MIS and the related educational
effort were very low pressure ac
tivities. The line managers — who
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had to cooperate, get involved, pick
up a suggestion—were primarily
competent, experienced executives.
The suggestions of the director of
MIS were very new to the back
ground of these men. Thus, this
very gradual evolution toward in
creasing the ability of these line
executives to work with new in
formation concepts appears to have
been exactly what was required.
Two men responsible

That only two men—the com
pany president and the director of
MIS—created this rapid increase in
management capability should be
emphasized. The progress de
scribed required less than three
years to achieve. The number of
executives and professional staff
personnel involved in the manage
ment innovation has been increas
ing each year. Credit is given, how
ever, to the company president and
his director of MIS. The manage
ment innovations achieved in this
chemical company are the result
of their skill and commitment, just
as the success of ITT belongs to
one man, Harold S. Geneen. The
cooperation and dedication of
many executives and staff members
were necessary. However, the com
pany president and director of MIS
secured this involvement.
An image exists of the dynamic
leader who accepts large risks in
order to achieve huge rewards. The
emphasis in this case report on the
role of the company president and
director of MIS as guiding forces
in the process of change provides
some cause to question the stereo
type of dynamic leaders as great
risk-takers. Although this is a firm
that invests over $30 million a year
in high-risk R&D for new products
and processes, the growth in the
MIS capability and the significant
management innovations that re
sulted were accomplished at a very
low risk. There were no big invest
ments in complicated models. Com
puter equipment investments were
very modest.
The management of this firm
might be criticized for such a low-

risk posture for its investment in
management innovation. One might
wonder about this unwillingness to
take risks for improved manage
ment capabilities, given the invest
ment of millions of dollars in highrisk research for new products and
even larger amounts allocated to
scale up inventions in attempts to
penetrate new markets.
This relative unwillingness to
risk for new management innova
tion may be explained by the fact
that failure to achieve a manage
ment innovation would have re
flected more directly on the reputa
tion of management than would
failure of an investment in R&D
for new products or processes. Fail
ures are expected in the research
laboratory; they are more difficult
to explain when they occur within
corporate headquarters.
A second reason for the cautious
introduction of this management
innovation effort is that it was im
portant to win the confidence and
cooperation of line executives; this
required time, experience, and ed
ucation. One of the most serious
criticisms of the McNamara effort
to bring systems analysis into the
Pentagon was that he did not give
enough attention to the interface
problem between the staff profes
sionals responsible for systems an
alysis and the high-ranking military
officers. The McNamara experience,
as well as reports from a large
number of other efforts to intro
duce new. management techniques,3
suggests that the cautious strategy
used in this chemical company was
a major reason for the success of
the management innovation effort.
This strategy which appears so
sensible in hindsight may have
been caused, in part, by circum
stances unique to the personnel in
volved. The director of MIS was
3 For an overview of this management
science utilization problem, see refer
ence 4. One finding presented by
Gruber and Niles is that the presidents of
the Institute of Management Science and
the Operations Research Society of Am
erica used the utilization problem as a
major theme of three out of six recent
presidential addresses in the 1960’s. See
references 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, and 9.
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the only management scientist
(and this was primarily a capability
gained from on-the-job experi
ences) in the group. All other
new hires for the professional
staff had little experience in the
development of management infor
mation systems. Each new project
required a large amount of the
director’s time. He had to deal with
the line management to obtain co
operation. He had to educate his
staff about how the systems effort
to be programed would be used.
He was given many special pro
jects by the company president.
He was involved with the problems
of recruiting for his rapidly ex
panding staff of information spec
ialists. The director of MIS was a
bottleneck through which all MIS
inputs, outputs, and decisions had
to pass. Here is a company that
gave less attention to the initiation
of an R&D project with an ex
pected cost of hundreds of thous
ands of dollars than to an MIS pro
ject that might involve an invest
ment of less than $20,000.
Executives in this company rec
ognized the bottleneck problem
and the low-risk posture for the
MIS effort that may have been ex
cessively cautious. The director of
MIS has developed a stronger man
agement team and now has a back
log of projects that will involve
changes in the way over $100 mil
lion are spent each year. There is
reason to believe that further sig
nificant increases in efficiency will
be possible as a result of these pro
posed MIS projects.
The management innovation cap
ability in this firm has matured
from fledgling operation with a di
rector and one assistant to a staff
of 16 professionals. New problems
are to be expected in this new
stage of the management innova
tion effort. Greater risks have been
accepted. A significant increase in
the computer facility has been
budgeted. Problems which had
been resistant to corrective action
are now under analysis. The lowrisk nature of the management in
novation effort reported in this case
study represents a stage in the life
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cycle of the innovation effort. It is
not yet possible to report on the
progress that will be achieved dur
ing the more mature stage of the
management innovation effort into
which the activities of this cor
poration have evolved. The experi
ence and the progress achieved
during the early stages of the man
agement innovation effort increase
the probability of success for the
more difficult projects which have
recently been initiated. Good work
ing relationships with line manage
ment have been established. The
professional staff has been trained
on the easier projects. The director
of MIS is aware of the capabilities
of each professional staff member.
The cautious strategy for the de
velopment of a management inno
vation capability has facilitated the
transition from easy to more diffi
cult problems which must now be
overcome.

Conclusion

Most large United States corpor
ations are now experimenting with
efforts to improve the quality of
management. Little is known about
the process by which management
competence is increased. It may be
that a slow and cautious strategy
for implementing the MIS capabil
ity will prove more effective than a
crash program. Unlike crisis actions
to meet competition with a product
improvement, innovations in man
agement require a new way of
thinking.
The acceptance of responsibility
for increasing corporate efficiency
through management innovations
requires the involvement of top
management. Resources must be al
located for management innova
tion just as investments are made
for the R&D that produces new
products. Few corporations have
achieved results equal to what has
been reported in this case study.
Our experience with the manage
ment capabilities of several hun
dred firms indicates that the senior
executives of most companies are
not sufficiently committed to the
process of management innovation.

Crisis management appears to
dominate. Senior executives of com
panies are so busy fighting fires
that they have little time to do
the work required to achieve the
management innovations which
would reduce the frequency of
fires. The experience of manage
ment innovation in this chemical
company indicates that this fire
fighting syndrome need not pre
vent progress in management inno
vation. It may be expected that the
failure of most corporate executives
to be involved with management
innovations will be cured after a
few corporations have achieved
similar increases in management
competence. Corporations which
accept competition through pro
duct innovation will soon be com
peting through management inno
vations. This case study provides
an example of what can be
achieved by corporate executives
who elect to accept the challenge
of management innovation.
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Any school district, like every other governmental unit,
faces problems of defining its goals and its specific objec
tives, and then determining how well they can be accom
plished within budget limits. It must set its priorities, in
other words—

PPBS FOR A SCHOOL DISTRICT
by Harold 1. Steinberg and Robert A. Nielsen
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.

era of steadily climbing
school costs and steadily increas
ing taxpayer resistance to higher
school taxes, some form of control
ling mechanism must be found if
we are not to see entire school dis
tricts close down. We believe that
a PPBS—a planning, programing,
budgeting system—offers such a
mechanism, giving the school dis
trict a realistic understanding
of the needs of its community, de
termining whether the district is
achieving the desired results, and
doing it all within the budgetary
constraints of a livable tax structure.
n this

I

The system requires a school dis
trict to recognize its role in the
community, to develop concrete
statements of planned accomplish
ments, and then to apply the
limited resources available to attain
the stated goals and objectives. By
this emphasis upon analysis and
evaluation, the district develops a
better understanding of where it is
going, is able to manage its affairs
more effectively, and can accumu
late and disseminate more and bet
ter information for decision making
at all levels within and outside of
the organization.

While planning, programing, and
budgeting are procedures and con
cepts already familiar to most
school men, the usual practice is
that each of these areas is ap
proached separately and indepen
dently of all others. Under PPBS,
planning, programing, and budget
ing are valued as a single system
consisting of well defined elements
and processes properly coordinated
into an integrated, effective whole.
Let us now take up each element
in turn, starting with planning and
its emphasis upon goals and ob
jectives, and show how it contri-

Adapted, with permission, from an article in Management Controls, July, 1971.
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butes to and complements the
others.

system. Naturally, these lowerlevel goafs relate to and support
the higher-level goals.

Goals

An effective organization exists
for the accomplishment of certain
end results. Without these, actions
are taken and decisions made with
out reason or purpose. Accordingly,
the first aspect of a PPBS states
that sound planning requires that
the district be quite clear about
what it wants to accomplish dur
ing both the long and short range.
To determine direction and pur
pose, a district must become fa
miliar with the needs, problems,
and aspirations at the school level,
in the community as a whole, and
in the nation, so that a proper
translation may be made into dis
trict goals. A goal is a statement of
broad direction, purpose, or intent
based on the identified needs of the
community. Here are some exam
ples of how a goal may be ex
pressed:
• To provide quality education
that will help every child acquire
the habits and attitudes associated
with responsible citizenship.
• To provide quality education
that will help every child acquire
the greatest possible understanding
of himself and an appreciation of
his worthiness as a member of so
ciety.
• To provide quality education
that will help every child acquire
—to the fullest extent possible for
him—mastery of the basic skills in
the use of words and numbers.
• To provide quality education
that will give every child oppor
tunity and encouragement to be
creative in one or more fields of
endeavor.

When goals are articulated for a
school system, they are usually dis
trict-wide, all-encompassing state
ments of philosophy or purpose.
However, before goals can be used
to guide a system’s activities in a
meaningful way, more specific
goals must be developed for lower
levels of activity within a school
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Objectives
While goals provide the basic
guidance for all activities in the
district, they are broadly stated and
do not provide the explicitness
necessary for measuring results.
Therefore, to bring the planning
process to a level where decisions
can be made, actions taken, plans
implemented, and results evaluated,
objectives must be set. Objectives
are desired accomplishments that
can be measured within a given
time period. Achievement of the
objective advances the system to
ward a corresponding goal. Accord
ingly, objectives must reflect and
support achievement of the estab
lished goals. The following are
some examples of typical objec
tives:
• Upon completion of the term,
a sixth grade student will be able
to read and pronounce with 80 per
cent accuracy a list of sixth grade
words selected from the basic
Stanford Achievement Test—Read
ing.
• Upon completion of the term,
60 per cent of eleventh grade stu
dents will score at least at the
county average on standardized
tests on reading comprehension.

The first aspect of a PPBS
states that sound planning

requires that the district

be quite clear about what
it wants to accomplish

during both the long and
short range.

These objectives are measurable
within a time frame and state as
specifically as practical how the de
gree of achievement will be de
termined or measured.
The process for developing ob
jectives is similar to that of de
veloping goals. Objectives, like the
goals they support, can be grouped
and arranged in a hierarchy with
lower-level and more specific ob
jectives contributing toward higherlevel, broader objectives.
It is not necessary that objec
tives be developed for each higherlevel goal in the goal structure. For
example, at the district-wide level,
the goals are generally broad and
philosophical and not specific
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enough for developing practical ob
jective statements. However, as the
goal statements become more spe
cific and more in tune with groups
of specific needs or persons to be
served, the objectives can provide
the basis for future action. At what
point in the goal structure this
occurs is a question of judgment
and understanding of the planning
process in the district.
A critical factor in developing
objectives is the selection of
methods and criteria by which the
objectives can be evaluated. The
assessment of achievement is often
very difficult in education, and'
either objective or subjective eval
uation measures (or both) may be
appropriate in any given situation.
In many cases, standardized tests
or pupils’ grades satisfy the need
for measurement. In other cases,
measures such as attendance level,
attitude scale, dropout rate, or the
professional
judgment of the
teacher would be used.
Moreover, it is important that
evaluative criteria be defined
which indicate the desired level of
attainment with the selected eval
uation method. For example, if a
standardized test is the basis for
evaluation, then the criteria could
be the percentage of students
achieving a score of 100 on the exHAROLD
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amination or, alternatively, the per
centage of students scoring 80. The
criterion which is chosen is a de
cision of the district, but only after
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alyze the pupil population and re
view historical and statistical data.
In defining each objective, the
evaluation methods and criteria
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Constraints
While the development of goals
and objectives represents a very
creative stage of planning, such
statements, at least at the objec
tive level, must be feasible in the
light of the political, economic, and
social environment in which a dis
trict functions. Hence, in defining
goals and objectives, constraints
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mented, and used as a guideline.
Constraints are conditions which
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or method of operation. Some ex
amples are:

• Geographic: The district
is remote from scientific and
cultural centers.
• Demographic: There is a
preponderance
of children
from families with low educa
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• Financial: The tax base
has just about reached the
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Programing
The key element in attaining the
stated objectives is the develop
ment and implementation of the
programs. A program is a group of
interdependent, closely related ac
tivities or services progressing to
ward, or contributing to, a com
mon objective or set of similar ob
jectives. The development of pro
grams to meet these objectives en
sures that activities are directed
toward the needs of the students
and the community. Basically, the

development of programs requires
the following:

• Identification of the activities
or tasks (e.g., instruction, supervis
ion) required to achieve objectives.
• Development of schedules for
the activities in light of the time
periods specified in the objectives.
• Assignment and scheduling of
resources for the activities.

A program structure is a hier
archical arrangement of programs
that reflects the relationship of pro
gram activities to goals and objec
tives. Conceptually, it is desirable
to group and arrange all programs
in accordance with the goal and
objective structure previously de
scribed. From the practical stand
point, however, a program struc
ture must take into account the ex
isting school system and organiza
tion structure, the existing pro
grams, and the existing responsibili
ties. The initial program structure,
therefore, should be looked upon
as being tentative. Continuous
evaluation and modification of pro
grams would provide the updating
and refining necessary for the pro
gram structure to properly reflect
the direction and intent of the
school system.

Program analysis
Program analysis, the keystone
and single most beneficial compon
ent of a PPBS, begins during the
planning phase with the setting of
goals and objectives. Thus, pro
gram analysis plays a significant
role in modifying or initiating new
goals and objectives in light of the
changing needs of the community.
It moves into high gear, however,
during the programing phase when,
as a result of systematically con
sidering each objective, decision
making is substantially enhanced.
Program analysis comprises the fol
lowing tasks:

• Establish general program se
lection criteria. The achievement of
objectives can typically be accom
plished by following any one or
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more of numerous program ap
proaches. Confusion regarding
which approach to choose can be
eliminated if selection criteria can
be specified in advance. This also
helps in the elimination of any pro
gram alternatives that are incom
plete or extreme. A maximum
amount of resources to be applied
or the inclusion of a need for spe
cific expertise are examples of cri
teria which could be used in a par
ticular situation. The key thought
to remember is that the criteria will
vary in each situation and that they
may involve several factors.
• Develop alternative programs.
Alternative programs for meeting
the goals and objectives are de
signed. The activities, or tasks, and
the resources required to imple
ment and operate the program al
ternatives are identified. Resources
could include, but not be limited
to, personnel, materials, and facili
ties. Typically, the existing pro
gram is included in each instance.
• Apply cost to alternative pro
grams. The cost of each program
is estimated for the life of the pro
gram or for a minimum of three
to five years, depending on the pro
gram. This provides some indica
tion of the future financial impact
of current program decisions over
a period of time.
• Define anticipated benefits of
alternative programs. The benefit
values of the alternative programs
are also an important consideration
for selecting the appropriate pro
grams. Benefits in this instance
mean the anticipated desirable out
comes of educational programs.
For example, the percentage of
children who improve their read
ing score is a benefit, as is the num
ber of high school seniors going
on to college.
• Analyze cost-benefit relation
ships for program selection. The
costs and benefits of each alterna
tive program are analyzed with re
spect to achievement of the goals
and objectives, effect of constraints,
general selection criteria, and rela
tionship of benefits to costs. Even
tually, one program emerges as the
most appropriate one. It may not
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be the most expensive or the most
cost-effective, or even the “best,”
but it is probably the program that
is within the constraints and one
that the district can best afford at
the time.
• Select preferred program. The
program selected should be form
ally defined and documented in a
program memorandum. Careful
documentation of the program an
alysis process and of the reasons
for the final program selection will
prevent needless repetition of ef
fort at a later date.
Budgeting

A PPBS requires that the annual
budget be documented and re
ported on a program basis. This is
commonly called a program bud
get. However, the program budget
is more than a listing of the pro
posed expenditures by program, as
is commonly believed. It is a plan
that relates the proposed expendi
tures to the goals, objectives, and
programs of the district as encom
passed in the established program
structure. In grouping costs by pro
gram, the budget indicates where
the educational emphasis is being
placed. Frequently, it also denotes
the priority interests of the dis
trict.
The district should also attempt
to project the estimated costs for
a period of several years into the
future in the form of a multi-year
financial plan. It is obviously diffi
cult to obtain a high degree of ac
curacy when projecting cost data
too far into the future, but gross
planning techniques and gross re
sults are sufficient for this type of
long-range decision making.
Evaluation

The final step in a PPBS is the
evaluation of results to determine
whether the education program is
as effective as anticipated, and
whether the budget resources were
adequate. In performing this task,
a district compares the program re
sults against the evaluation criteria
established in the planning phase.

If the objective has not been ac
complished, the program is ex
amined and an attempt is made to
identify the reasons for the desired
results not being met. Possibly the
outcome was not realized because
resources were too limited. Alterna
tively, the objectives might have
been inappropriate, the evaluation
criteria might have been unreason
able in terms of pupil abilities, or
the program alternative could have
been an improper choice. While
identification of specific reasons is
difficult, PPBS does furnish sub
stantial insight by defining through
objectives what a district wants to
attain, and providing for an evalua
tion in terms of these planned ac
complishments.
PPBS is a continuous process, as
indeed all management processes
should be. One can enter the PPBS
at any point and at any time. More
important, a district is not expected
to rest with its goals, objectives,
constraints, and programs once
they are established. These must
be constantly examined and re
vised as the situation changes in
the community and as each teacher
and administrator takes action to
improve the education program.

A case study
As with all concepts and tools,
however sound, the challenge of
PPBS is to translate it for a speci
fic school system so that it can be
used in a practical and effective
manner. Let us, therefore, devote
the balance of this article to a case
study of a Northeastern school dis
trict to illustrate an approach to
PPBS implementation.
The direction of the PPBS pro
ject for the district was placed in
the hands of a task team consist
ing of the superintendent of
schools, the assistant superin
tendent for instruction, the assis
tant superintendent for business,
principals, curriculum coordinators,
teachers, and a member of the
board of education. The PPBS im
plementation was conducted in ac
cordance with a detailed work plan
that was developed at the start of
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Initial tasks for task team members: Identifying methods of communication available . . .

the project and, as outlined in Ex
hibit 1 on pages 32-33, included the
following steps:
• Held initial meeting. The ma
jor part of the initial meeting of the
PPBS task team was devoted to a
review of the implementation work
plan. The meeting also provided an
opportunity to communicate the
purpose of the PPBS project to the
task team members, and to involve
the task team immediately in the
PPBS implementation process.
• Evaluated current practices.
The current and projected opera
tions and skills in the district were
reviewed and evaluated to identify
strengths and weaknesses pertinent
to a successful PPBS implementa
tion. A report was then prepared
identifying the extent of the short
comings and describing the re
quirements to be fulfilled by the
district if it was to be successful in
the establishment of a PPBS. This
analysis was also valuable in that
it communicated the purpose of the
PPBS to persons interviewed. Fears
and misunderstandings were there
by minimized.
• Selected target programs. The
district selected target programs
upon which program analysis
would be performed. The selection
was based on certain factors. First,
the programs had to lend them
selves to analysis. For example, a
program funded by a state or Fede
ral agency usually has more in
formation available describing the
program than a locally funded plan
since these data are necessary to
obtain the funds initially. Another
factor considered in program se
lection was whether or not the pro
grams were problem areas. Since
time and effort were to be spent
analyzing the goals, objectives, and
program activities, it was deemed
more logical to apply the process
to programs that were already
problems or issues rather than to
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those of less immediate concern.
Finally, the initial program selec
tions required the participation of
only a few persons in the analysis
process. This allowed the district to
experiment with program analysis
with a minimum commitment of
time and dollars.
• Oriented task team. A threeday seminar was held to orient the
task team and those participating
in program analysis in the princi
ples and requirements of an opera
tional PPBS. The participants were
instructed in the methods and tech
niques for developing goals and
objectives and identifying con
straints. Case studies were intro
duced and used as a basis for guid
ing the participants through vari
ous facets of an actual PPBS im
plementation. When feasible, weak
nesses and shortcomings previously
identified in the evaluations of the
district’s current operations were
incorporated into the seminar ma
terials.
The seminar was also used to
update the implementation plan
and to assign initial tasks to the
task team members. Assignments
were made to identify methods of
communication available to the dis
trict, to determine those persons or
groups who should be familiar with
PPBS, and to develop tentative tar
get dates for implementing the
plan. Other task team members
were asked to accumulate district
data to support program analysis
in the target program and to iden
tify existing constraints. Finally, a
steering committee was created and
charged with the responsibility for
developing a district program
structure, as explained below, for
presentation at a subsequent work
shop.
• Developed tentative program
structure. A program structure is
a hierarchical arrangement of pro
grams within a school system, and
highlights the relationship of pro

gram activities to goals and objec
tives. This in turn allows district
personnel to visualize the educa
tional philosophy of the district as
well as recognize the interrelation
ships which exist among programs.
With this concept in mind, the task
team steering committee met to de
velop a tentative program struc
ture. Various examples of struc
tures—for example, discipline-ori
ented (English and mathematics),
grade level-oriented (elementary,
middle, secondary, etc.), student
need-oriented (college preparatory,
vocational)—were reviewed by the
participants to familiarize them
selves with the types of structures
possible.
While conceptually the program
structure should be based on the
district’s goal/objective structure, it
was not considered practical in this
case. Instead, therefore, the district
thought in terms of its general ed
ucational philosophy and attempted
to develop a structure accordingly.
Asking pertinent questions, it de
veloped tentative orders of pro
grams which primarily included ex
isting district program terminology.
Eventually, a program structure
categorized primarily by life span
by discipline emerged.
• Conducted workshop. A twoday workshop was held to review
and approve the program structure
developed and to begin the pro
gram analysis of the district’s target
programs. The steering committee’s
presentation of the structure to the
task team provided an opportunity
for intensive discussion. As each
level of the structure and each
program title were reviewed, the
rationale for the particular decis
ion was discussed, challenged, and
defended. Modifications were made
and the structure was approved by
the task team.
The district then began program
analysis of one of its target pro
grams. This involved synthesizing
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. . . determining those who should be familiar with PPBS, and developing target dates

the historical and descriptive pro
gram data accumulated since the
orientation meeting and evaluating
this information in terms of what
the target programs should be ac
complishing. Tentative goals and
objectives were defined to support
this analysis, discussed by the task
team members, and revised, elimi
nated, or replaced.
As each step in the analysis was
conducted, reference was con
stantly made to district-wide and
individual program constraints.
Where a constraint represented a
limitation to an objective state
ment, the statement was either
modified or eliminated. By the end
of the workshop, the district was
able to develop tentative goal and
objective statements. In addition,
the exercise had provided it with a
greater in-depth understanding of
PPBS and the types of processes
required to develop goals and ob
jectives.
• Performed program analysis.
Program analysis is a conceptual
activity and requires a high degree
of interaction among interested,
knowledgeable people. Four or five
persons are the minimum that
should be involved in any program
analysis session.
Over the course of a year, the dis
trict extended program analysis to
the other target programs. It con
stantly refined the goals, objectives,
and evaluation methods for all tar
get programs. In some cases, goals
and/or objectives were eliminated
because they were really declara
tions of process (how the program
would be carried out), rather than
declarations of purpose (what the
district wanted to accomplish).
Objectives which did not properly
relate to the goals, or were not
written to include the entire popu
lation served by the program, had
to be revised or eliminated. The in
itial results of program analysis in
one program area are illustrated in
March-April, 1972

Exhibit 2, on page 36, in a pro
gram memorandum of the type cus
tomarily prepared for each pro
gram.
In developing the goals and ob
jectives, the district was able to
obtain only limited historical and
statistical data to support the an
alysis of the target programs. How
ever, the available time was too
short for more intensive research.
Accordingly, for the initial year
only limited support was developed
for the statements of objectives.
Also, methods and criteria estab
lished to evaluate program effec
tiveness were for the most part
based on existing methods. Where
no evaluation tools existed, new
methods were developed. In fact,
there was considerable discussion
about the limited number of evalu
ation tools available and the need
for research into new and more
effective methods of evaluation.
Once goals, objectives, and
evaluation criteria had been es
tablished for the target programs,
program alternatives for accom
plishing the objectives were identi
fied and evaluated in cost-benefit
terms. As part of the analysis, fiveyear financial plans were prepared
for the target programs. The cost
projections were based on the pro
gram definitions and resource re
quirements articulated in the pro
gram descriptions. The district was
then able to visualize the impact of
its decisions over the long term.
In developing the cost data, con
cern was voiced regarding the
methods used in forecasting expen
ditures, especially salaries. It was
decided that cost projections
should be made at present values
and/or constant terms rather than
attempting to consider the results
of inflation or future negotiations.
• Developed program budget.
Since the budget for the forthcom
ing fiscal year was to be prepared
on a program as well as a conven

tional function-object basis, instruc
tions were issued to school person
nel to develop the budget on both
bases. Previously, the budget re
quests had been prepared by di
vision, and building, and for ob
jects of expenditure (that is, sal
aries, supplies, etc.) only. This
time, however, the departments
within the schools were asked to
prepare their individual program
budgets. Program changes or ad
ditions had to be supported with
reasons for change, the anticipated
achievement, and the evaluation
methods to be used.
• Refined program structure and
developed program codes. As the
district developed its program bud
get, it also went through a process
of refining its program structure,
selecting more descriptive termin
ology to properly identify the vari
ous program levels and activities,
and categorizing departments and
operating units to the program lev
els in the structure. A coding sys
tem that conformed with the pro
gram structures was then con
structed to facilitate the recording
of financial and other data.
• Implemented program ac
counting. Instituting program ac
counting was an important part of
the PPBS plan. Without proper
cost information, it is difficult to
ascertain the fiscal results of a pro
gram or to know whether opera
tions have been contained within
approved budget appropriations.

The benefits

PPBS is a process that encour
ages persons in each activity to
relate to and understand all other
activities in the district. It is a
total process for developing, co
ordinating, evaluating, and improv
ing the district’s activities. As such,
there are the following benefits
which result from PPBS that gen
erally would not otherwise exist:
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EXHIBIT 2

Program Memorandum
Foreign Language in the Elementary Schools

Program Description:

All students take French if enter on odd year.
All students take Spanish if enter on even year.
All students continue whichever language begun.
All students continue except those with severe learning disabilities; those emo
tionally disturbed and disruptive in class; slow readers getting special help;
children in learning centers.

Grade Four:

Grade Five:
Grade Six:

Special foreign language teachers travel from school to school: A total of 11 teachers, some teach French,
some Spanish. All have two schools, some as many as three daily.

Classes meet four times a week, 15 minutes per period. Time allotment remains constant for the threeyear period.
In Grade Six: A thorough evaluation leads to elimination of about 45 per cent prior to continuation in
grade seven. There is no beginning language in grade seven; therefore, students not recommended may
not study language until grade nine.

Goal Statement:
Goals: To develop skills in the target language, cultural awareness and appreciation, and a positive at
titude in the student toward himself and toward foreign language learning. To make the stu
dent’s learning relevant and enjoyable.

Sub-Goals:

1. To develop a set of skills in listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
2. To develop a knowledge and appreciation of deep and formal culture.
3. To develop in each student a sense of success and enjoyment as he progresses from level to level.
Objective Statement and Evaluative Criteria:
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A.

For 60 per cent of the students involved in each of the three levels of the pro
gram to show an increase in achievement in listening, speaking, reading, and
writing in the target language by June 1972 as measured by teacher-made tests,
standardized achievement measures, and professional judgment.

B.

For 40 per cent of the students involved at all three levels of the program to
achieve at their optimal level in foreign language as measured by a comparison
of scores on achievement tests in the skills learned and an aptitude test adminis
tered early in grade four.

C.

For 50 per cent of the students involved in all three levels of the program to
experience increased interest and enjoyment in foreign language study (learning)
as measured by an attitudinal study given at the end of each school year.

D.

For 60 per cent of the students involved in all three levels of the program to
demonstrate an increased cultural awareness as evidenced by comparison of
scores on the same cultural awareness test as administered in September and
May of each year.
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PPBS considers program outputs rather than just the usual inputs of teachers, facilities, etc.

• Framework for accountability.
The key need in educational man
agement in this period of multiple
demands is accountability, and
PPBS provides an opportunity for
districts to demonstrate this. First,
the district can show that it is
establishing goals and objectives in
the light of the community’s needs.
It then evidences that it is attempt
ing to choose programs that are
the most cost-effective way to meet
the goals and objectives. Finally,
there is the opportunity, during the
evaluation phase, to demonstrate
achievement.
• Effective planning for the fu
ture. PPBS provides superinten
dents with an opportunity to plan
for the future. Further, it entails
a more rational type of planning in
that it also considers the program
outputs rather than just the usual
inputs of teachers, facilities, etc.
In effect, it is a long-sought sta
bilizing element that permits a dis
trict to counter what are often the
emotional and short-term demands
of those who would serve their im
mediate ends to the detriment of
all others.
• Better utilization of resources.
While PPBS is not considered a
cost-reduction process, it does pro
vide for more effective utilization
of what are becoming increasingly
scarce resources. The system re
quires the designation of specific
resource needs. It considers the full
cost of the programs and not just
the additional costs. The resources
are related to the objectives to be
achieved. Finally, the long-range
as well as the short-range impacts
are considered. The net result of
all this is that funds can be chan
neled directly toward the estab
lished priorities and away from
needs formerly regarded as essen
tial. Also, there can be some as
surance that funds will not be
wasted by uncertainty or unneces
sary change.
• Acquisition of support. Gov
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ernment agencies increasingly re
quire that grant requests be sup
ported with detailed statements of
plans and expected accomplish
ments. The PPBS approach in
creases a district’s ability to obtain
such grants in that it fosters this
type of program management. In
deed, the clear and concise man
ner in which educational programs
are analyzed and described under
PPBS can greatly enhance support
within the district from the board
and the community.
• Personnel involvement. In an
alyzing program alternatives, iden
tifying problem areas, developing
objectives, or preparing program
budgets, school personnel at all
levels in the organization have a
greater opportunity to provide in
put into the decision-making pro
cess. The involvement includes not
only the persons directly responsi
ble for the areas being analyzed,
but also other individuals who, be
cause of their expertise, viewpoints,
or objectivity, can offer meaningful
assistance in accomplishing the
stated tasks. This level of involve
ment is good for several reasons.
It results in increased teacher par
ticipation in curriculum develop
ment, and it offers administrators
and teachers an opportunity to gain
greater appreciation for each
other’s areas of responsibility. Pos
sibly the single most important
benefit is that it fosters intra- and
inter-disciplinary dialogue and dis
courages shortsightedness among
curriculum and administrative per
sonnel.
• Opportunity for self-study.
The program structure develop
ment and program analysis com
ponents of PPBS provide what is,
in effect, a self-study. The district
must determine what it is that it
is trying to accomplish, how it is
being accomplished, and when it
is being accomplished. In attempt
ing to answer these questions, a
district usually finds out many in

teresting things about itself that,
in turn, prompt far-reaching
changes. Further, while this infor
mation or change could have been
obtained without the rigors of
PPBS, using the system provides an
assurance that all relevant aspects
are considered.
• Effectiveness of decision mak
ing. The prime use to which an or
ganization should put PPBS,
namely as an aid to decision mak
ing, is also a benefit for a school
district. The community, the board,
the superintendent, the administra
tors, and the teachers have better
and more complete and logically
presented information about the
district and the needs it serves. Fur
ther, information is developed by
an intensive analysis of the exist
ing and projected situation, and
this too improves understanding of
the district and its needs. With in
formation and insight—the two pri
mary elements of decision making
—arid channeled by the concept of
accountability, district management
finds itself in a most advantageous
position.

PPBS represents a significant
change in school operations. Many
questions will be raised regarding
the reasons for adopting and im
plementing the system. Apprehen
sions may develop over possible
implications, including the use of
evaluation methods as a device to
measure personnel performance. It
is, therefore, advisable for a school
district to move slowly at first in
implementing a PPBS. A district
should have an opportunity to try
the process out by experimenting
with its various components over a
period of time.
The approach outlined in this ar
ticle can provide this opportunity,
can encourage the development of
positive attitudes, and can help
convince district personnel of the
many benefits which a PPBS can
provide.
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IMPICS (Integrated Manufacturing Program Informa
tion and Control System), designed to provide timely
production information on complicated assemblies, is
based on the Navy-developed—

LINE-OF-BALANCE ALGORITHM,
WITH AUTOMATED OUTPUTS
by John G. Carlson

University of Southern California

and Charles A. Mitchell
North American Rockwell Corporation

production environment
in which a multitude of man
agement information is generated,
a decision maker easily recognizes
the need for exception information
and visibility—not more data. An
effective control system should be
directed toward providing an im
age of what is occurring and warn
ings as to what may occur in manu
facturing programs. In addition, the
system should permit a decision
maker to examine alternative solu
tions to production problems with
out disrupting existing activities.
The reports or displays generated
by the system provide an aware
ness of problems and also a means
of pretesting decisions.
The computer-aided production
information and control system to
be described is built on the line-ofbalance concepts for single or
multiproduct programs. It pro
vides a manager with status on
n any

I
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production programs which he has
not had before. This information
system and its reports assimilate
the complete planning information
and history of the purchasing and
manufacturing events that must oc
cur in order to complete a pro
gram. The system compiles what
must be accomplished with when
it must be accomplished and re
cords what is being done to comply
with the program plan.
The system described can more
easily be referenced by calling it
by an acronym such as IMPICS
(Integrated Manufacturing Pro
gram Information and Control Sys
tem ). The system does not neces
sarily solve problems, but it aids in
the recognition of possible problems
and identification of those problems
which are most critical. It enables
a decision maker to achieve better
balance of the resources required
to fulfill production commitments.

It is designed to provide responses
as of a given inquiry date to ques
tions such as:
• Have the fabrication, pur
chase, and assembly orders that
should have been initiated to
satisfy schedule requirements been
initiated?
• Are the order quantities suffi
cient to cover the schedule require
ments as of this inquiry date?
• Have any orders been received
short of the required quantity,
thereby leaving a void in future
item availability and end-item
coverage?

In essence, the manager would
find that IMPICS produces a com
plete recapitulation of a program
to date with the added ability of
testing alternatives and signaling
for exception decisions.
IMPICS provides a significantly
Management Adviser

more quantitative program status
visibility to a decision maker than
does line-of-balance and, in addi
tion, identifies specific needs for
action. In manufacturing programs
a manager is principally concern
ed with controlling the procure
ment, fabrication, or assembly of
high value, unique, and/or critical
parts. Therefore, IMPICS employs
the exception principle and de
velops close control over these
parts. It is assumed that normal in
ventory control procedures are
used to maintain the important and
timely availability for the stocked,
low value, or short lead time parts
—the so-called ‘C’ items.
The three principal integrated
subsystems of IMPICS are the item
and schedule information subsys
tem, end-item availability subsys
tem, and the reporting subsystems.
IMPICS creates and then re
trieves data from master files on
the parts, subassemblies, and as
semblies which comprise the final
product or end-item of a produc
tion program. The following are
the prime sources of these data
for the computer-based information
subsystem:

1. Assembly and/or Numeric
Parts Lists: The lists contain data
on the parts requirements per next
assembly and can be developed
by manually extracting the data
from drawings or using computer
ized bills-of-material processors.
(Item master and product structure
files.)
2. Job Plan or Setback Schedule:
The job plan or setback schedule
for a production program indicates
the time-based “gozinto” (goes in
to) relationships and lead time re
*
quirements of the parts, subassem
blies, and assemblies to be controll
ed. Lead time is defined as the time
interval between ordering and com
pletion or receipt. Setback would
be the sum of the lead times along
a part’s gozinto path to the top as
sembly or end-item.
*A “gozinto” or assembly chart shows
what “goes into” or makes up an assem
bly. The time base establishes when each
part goes into its next assembly.
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3. Inventory Control System:
Computer-based inventory control
system is utilized if inventory
transactions are transmitted in
proximity of real time.
4. Purchase and Work Order
File: All open and closed orders
for fabricated and purchased items
must also be maintained in prox
imity to real time.
The end-item availability sub
system computes the cumulative
end-item quantities or end-item
sets of parts which are required to
meet the delivery schedule.
The end-item availability sub
system uses the setbacks derived
from the job plan and the IMPICS
algorithm to compute the cumula
tive end-item requirements with re
spect to time. As of an inquiry
date, the cumulative end-item sets
for each part or assembly which
should have been ordered are com
puted relative to their respective
setback. Similarly, the cumulative
end-item sets which should have
been received in stores are com
puted based upon their setback.
The planned quantities are com
pared to actual quantities to de
termine part status information.
The reporting system of IMPICS
provides several different types of
management reports. Either tabular
or graphic displays of item status
information can easily be produced
with a computer. These reports can
present either comprehensive sta
tus data on all items or exception
data on only those items behind
schedule. Graphic reports and CRT
displays increase the effectiveness
of IMPICS to convey item status
information to a decision maker.
The basic elements and source
documents for IMPICS usually ex
ist already within a perpetual in
ventory control subsystem. The
IMPICS algorithm is relatively easy
to program and, if the input of
parts lists and inventory records
are on punched cards, magnetic
tapes, disk or drum storage units,
useful output is achievable from
the start. The inventory control
record for each part may require
some modification since it must

The reporting system of

IMPICS provides several

different types of manage
ment reports. Either tabular
or graphic displays of item

status information can easily

be produced with a com
puter. These reports can

present either comprehensive
status data on all items or

exception data on only those
items behind schedule.
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EXHIBIT I
INQUIRY

TRACE

contain cumulative data on quanti
ties ordered and received.
IMPICS, therefore, operates in
conjunction with the inventory con
trol system in a firm. Its reports are
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generated at a frequency set by
the manager. Exception reports can
be produced daily, hourly, or, if
desired, instantly on remote, inter
active terminal displays. However,
it is important that the updating of
the individual inventory records be
accurate and as close to real time
as possible to avoid false indica
tions of trouble.
The line-of-balance control tech
nique was developed by the U.S.
Department of the Navy during
World War II for controlling per
formance against a production
plan. The technique is applied gra
phically through the use of a set
of charts, including:
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1. The Cumulative Delivery
Schedule or Objective Chart.
2. The Job Plan Chart,
which depicts the lead times
for selected key events in the
production sequence.
3. The
Progress
Chart,
showing the cumulative quan

PROGRAM

tities of material, parts, or sub
assemblies received. These are
depicted in terms of equivalent
end-item sets.
Exhibit 1, above, is a form
of the LOB charts. The algorithm
developed in the following section
is a mathematical representation of
logical extensions and modifications
of the LOB concepts. It can easily
be programed in BASIC, FOR
TRAN, RPG, COBOL, or other
computer languages.
The algorithm used is an iterative
computational procedure which
computes the cumulative quantity
of end-item sets required to meet
the delivery schedule as of any
specified inquiry date.
As in PERT and CPM, the pro
curement, fabrication, or assembly
of parts can be called activities.
Each activity in the acquisition of
an item has a beginning event,
namely ordering, and an ending
event, namely receipt or compleManagement Adviser

tion. The moment when a purchase
or manufacturing order should be
written can be referred to as the
“Start” day or week and the mo
ment when the item is to be avail
able for assembly into the next
higher level can be designated the
“Need” day or week.
A job plan or a setback chart for
a production program provides the
necessary information to classify
each part and assembly in two
ways—once by its “Start” week and
once by its “Need” week classifi
cation. These assemblies are even
tually “consumed” at a final as
sembly step which also should start
at a moment in time and is needed
for shipment at another referenced
moment in time.
Each item, classed by its “Start”
week and its “Need” week, is
grouped with all items in the same
classification. Therefore, each item
appears in two groups. As of an
inquiry date, the cumulative end
item sets which should have been
started (ordered) are computed for
each respective “Start” week class.
Similarly, the cumulative end-item
sets which should have been re
ceived are computed. These cumu
lative end-item requirements for
parts, when plotted against their
setback categories, produce the
planning line with its familiar star
shaped pattern. The algorithm
generates the equivalent of this
planning line. The actual cumula
tive coverage is then calculated and
can be plotted against this plan
ning line.
Exhibit 1 shows the graphi
cal development of an IMPICS
planning line using an inquiry date
which is three weeks prior to the
shipping of the first end-item. The
line is established in the following
step-by-step procedure and refer
enced elements in Exhibit 1.
a. The date of the shipment for
the first end-item is designated as
the Reference Time Line or Zero
Line.
b. A horizontal scale of weeks,
setback from the Reference Time
Line, is the next development. This
base line of the graph provides the
category identification for all of the
March-April, 1972

items referenced to the Reference
Time Line.
c. The “Start” and “Need” weeks
for the detail parts, subassemblies,
and top assembly (end-item) are
setback from the Reference Time
Line. For example, Part 134 be
longs to category B-21 for its
“Start” week and category C-14 for
its “Need” week.
d. The vertical scale of the De
livery Schedule is in terms of the
cumulative end-item deliveries.
The specific end-items are plotted
with the coordinates of the delivery
schedule and also referenced to the
Reference Time Line.
e. The vertical axis of the Plan
ning Line is also scaled in units of
cumulative end-item sets. For ex
ample, the delivery schedule and
setback times may show that a
quantity to satisfy three end-items
should have been started. If four
of a particular part are required
per end-item then 12 should have
been ordered.
f. The Planning Line is generat
ed by comparing the setback times
of the items with the available time
as of a chosen inquiry date. Both
the available time and setback time
are referenced to the common Ref
erence Time Line.
Using programing subscript no
tation, the planning line is defined
by the following expression:
Equation 1:
S(U,T) = W(U,T) = D(U) - T
where S(U,T) is available “Start”
setback time for the Uth end-item
at inquiry date T, and W(U,T)
is the available “Need” time for the
Uth end-item at inquiry date T,
and D(U) is the delivery week
scheduled for the Uth end-item.
For example, if the inquiry date is
three weeks before delivery of
End-Item 1, all items having less
than three weeks of “Start” week
setback need not have been order
ed as yet. Therefore, items with
less than three weeks’ scheduled
lead time are not of immediate con
cern. On the other hand, all items
having a “Start” week setback of
more than three weeks must have
been ordered in quantities to
satisfy at least the requirements of

End-Item 1. If this is not true then
End-Item 1 may miss its scheduled
delivery date.
The algorithm with its flowchart
is demonstrated in Exhibit 2, on
page 42. It is based upon satisfying
the following two conditions:
Equation 2:
[S(U, T)j = D(U) - T]
Bj
≤
for ordering
Equation 3:
[W(U, T)j = D(U) -T]≤Cj
for receipts
where Bj and Cj are the respective
“Start” and “Need” dates for partj.
The concept expressed in the above
is to determine the quantity of end
item sets—namely U—for which the
available time is less than or equal
to the required time.
Often it is possible to transform
a cumulative delivery schedule into
a mathematical model which shows
delivery date as a function of the
serialized end-item: D (U) = f(U).
This avoids the iterative routine
and allows for direct solution of
the cumulative end-item sets re
quired to satisfy a schedule.
In Exhibit 1, for example, the
cumulative delivery schedule in
terms of cumulative units can be
represented by the linear expres
sion: †
Equation 4:
D(U) = 3*(U-1)
for U = 1,2, ... 6
Mathematical relationships for
computing the required cumulative
order and receipt quantities of any
part in terms of the above shipping
schedule can easily be developed.
For example, the ordering relation
ship is found by substituting for
D(U) in Equation 2 and solving
for U. Thus:
Equation 5:
3*(U-1) - T
Bj and
≤
U = Xj
1 + (Bj + T)/3
where Xj represents the cumulative
quantity U of end-item sets of part
j which must be ordered as of time
† The general linear expression for the
delivery model would be D(U) = I*
(U-K) where I is the delivery interval
between end-items and K is the inter
cept at the Reference Time Line. Thus:
Xj
Integer of (K
(Bj
T)/I)
and Yj = Integer of (K + (Cj +
T)/I).
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EXHIBIT 2

----- Input total number of end items A,
inquiry week T, and delivery week
for each end item D(U).
Input part number P, its “Start
week B, and its “Need” week C.
Set U equal to total quantity of
end items in the program.

S(U,T)=D(U)-T
Uth end item.
setback.

----- —• Compute the time until
This is available

---- — Test if the available setback is less
than required.
If less, the whole
program’s worth of the part should
have been ordered.
If more, proceed
by computing the quantity of end item’s
worth which should have been ordered X.

With similar computations determine the
"Need” week requirements Y to meet
the delivery schedule.

Sample Computations for Part No. 125
Del.Date-D(6)=15, D(5)=12, etc.
Inq.Date T=-3, “Start" B=14, “Need" C=7

Is Available Time

Req'd Time?

Is S(U,T)=D(U)-T

B

?

U=6; S ( 6, - 3 )=15—(— 3)=18
4
14 No
Reduce U by 1
U=5; S (5, - 3)=12—(— 3)=15
4
14 No
Reduce U by 1
U=4; S(4,-3)=9-(-3)=12
4
14 Yes
x=4 Should have ordered 4 sets
Reduce U by 1

Is W(U,T)=D(U)-T

C

?

U=3; W(3,-3)=6-(-3)=9
4
7
No
Reduce U by 1
U=2; W(2,-3)=3-(-3)=6
4
7
Yes
Y=2 Should have received 2 sets
of Part No. 125

FLOWCHART & COMPUTATIONS OF TRACE ALGORITHM
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EXHIBIT 3
Total Part Status Report (Tab Format)

TOTAL

PART

REPORT

STATUS

(TAB FORMAT)

EXHIBIT 4
Total Part Status Report (Graphic Display)

TOTAL

March-April, 1972

PART

STATUS

REPORT

(GRAPHIC DISPLAY)
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EXHIBIT 5
Exception Part Status Report (Graphic Display)

EXCEPTION

PART

STATUS

REPORT

(GRAPHIC DISPLAY)

EXHIBIT 6
Detail Part

DETAIL

44

Status Report

PART

STATUS

REPORT
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T to meet the delivery schedule.
In like manner, the relationship for
the scheduled cumulative receipt
is:
Equation 6:
U = Yj≤1 + (Cj + T)/3
where Yj is the number of end-item
sets of part j required to be re
ceived as of time T. Using these
relationships at T = —3, X and Y
for Part 125 in Exhibit 1 are com
puted to be X125 = 4 and Y125 = 2.
The values are identical to those
found by using the iterative ap
proach in Exhibit 2.
The selection of the iterative or
mathematical approach to solve for
required end-item coverage de
pends upon the pattern of the cu
mulative end-item delivery sched
ule. If the delivery schedule can
not be represented by a relatively
simple model, than the iterative
approach should be used.

Output displays
The reports from IMPICS pro
vide the manager with a visible im
age of what is occurring and what
may occur in the production pro
grams. These reports contain status
information on all parts, subassem
blies, and assemblies which are
critical to the programs. The re
porting subsystem combines the
data from the time-based item in
formation and end-item availability
subsystems to produce these status
reports. From the item information
subsystem, the actual coverage of
each part going into its respective
end-item is developed from actual
order and receipt information. The
planned coverage of each part to
satisfy the end-item delivery sched
ule is computed using the IMPICS
algorithm. When these two cover
ages are compared, comprehensive
as well as exception status infor
mation is generated.
The information can be pre
sented in several possible sequen
ces. One sequence is to list the in
formation by part class, part num
ber, and project number in order
to clearly identify the associations
of the parts to the production pro
gram. Another sequence is to have
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the parts in descending “Start”
week sequence, thereby calling at
tention to items with the longest
setback times. An example of this
is shown in Exhibit 3, on page 43.
For a multiproject report the se
quence would be by production
project number with minor sorts by
“Start” week or part number se
quence. There is usually a sufficient
requirement for different users to
produce the same information in
more than one sequence.
The reporting subsystems can be
split into two reporting levels. One
level would be the. Part- Status Re
port which shows both the ordered
and received end-item coverage
status for the various parts in a
production program. This can be
either a comprehensive report
showing all items in a program or
an exception report showing only
those items behind schedule. In Ex
hibit 3 the parts are listed in de
scending “Start” week sequence
from the manufacturing program
depicted in Exhibit 1. A manager
would be principally concerned
with those parts which have nega
tive status. The negative values in
dicate insufficient quantities of end
item sets required to meet the
planned delivery schedule. This
same information can have more
impact if displayed graphically as
shown in Exhibit 4, on page 43.
The manager can easily identify
those parts whose actual status is
less than the planned status and
take corrective action to maintain
the delivery schedule. An excep
tion report is used to show only
those parts shortages which may
disrupt the production schedule. As
before, the graphic format of this
exception report may be easier to
interpret and is shown in Exhibit 5,
on page 44.
The second level of reporting is
the Detail Part Status Report. In
this report, the basic data used to
produce the higher level report are
displayed. It shows more complete
information about delinquent parts
such as their work orders and pur
chase orders in addition to end
item coverage information. Exhibit
6, on page 44, shows an example

of this expediting document for
Part 126 which had been declared
delinquent in the higher level dis
plays.
IMPICS is an effective, integra
tive, and comprehensive informa
tion and control system. It provides
a manager with almost complete
visibility on the status of produc
tion programs at critical control
points. The system integrates the
information of subsystems often al
ready existing in companies. In ad
dition, an on line version permits
the decision maker to examine al
ternate situations and propose solu
tions to production problems with
out disrupting existing activities,
a “what if” simulator. With this
capability a manager can better
monitor and control the progress of
production programs.
The effectiveness of IMPICS in
helping to solve many production
scheduling problems depends upon
the validity and timeliness of data
input. The algorithms and concepts
are deceptively simple. However,
as many have discovered in com
puter-based inventory subsystems,
the integrity of the information is
a function of the understanding of
the people in the system. Some
form of IMPICS is inevitable in
many companies and when used
properly it will assist a firm in
meeting its delivery commitments
and better serving its customers, its
suppliers, and itself.
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As the number of workers on any given project
expands, production per worker goes down. That’s
the theory underlying Fried’s Law, expounded
here—

DON’T SMOTHER YOUR PROJECT IN PEOPLE
by Louis Fried
Title Insurance and Trust Co.

the early days of World
War II our rapid advances in
science and technology have
created an environment in which
it is necessary to undertake increas
ingly complex technical projects.
These projects have increased not
only in complexity, but in size and
the apparent required number of
people to accomplish the tasks
within a given period of time.
Among those areas in which this
phenomenon has been most notice
able is the effort involved in large
computer programing projects. For
example, the SABRE Airlines Re
servations System was reputed to
ince

S
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have over 400 programers working
on it at one point in time.
Managers, especially those pay
ing for these large technical efforts,
have become increasingly con
cerned with the rapid expansion of
the groups involved. It has been
noticeable that production does not
increase at the same rate as the
size of the group.
In 1959, C. Northcote Parkinson
humorously elucidated one aspect
of the case in his third law, “Ex
pansion means complexity and
complexity, decay.” While the third
law remains a good generalized
observation, Parkinson failed to es

tablish a sound scientific basis of
support.
In the special case of complex
technical projects, group size is in
creased in an honest effort to ac
complish the task. The rationale for
group expansion is as follows:

a. The task must be completed
before such time as its completion
would become meaningless due to
technological or economic obsole
scence.
b. The above target cannot be
met if the task is performed in a
linear fashion by one person.
c. Dividing the work into sucManagement Adviser

cessively smaller segments will al
low many people to work on the
project concurrently, thus reduc
ing the time to completion.

Fried's Law: Output per worker always decreases as the number of workers
on any given project increases, to the point where negative productivity
may result when the number of workers becomes excessive.

By repeated use of the above
logic, groups can be expanded at
an exponential rate.
Considerable field research in
data processing management has
led me to propose Fried’s Law:

There is an inverse relation
ship between effectiveness
(production) and group size
in complex technical projects
(such as programing, electro
nic design engineering, etc.).
In itself, the above law is a
reasonable generalization. How
ever, an analysis of the data
gathered through observation has
led to development of the formu
las for computing the productive
time and the per cent of productive
time of groups. The following
premises support these formulas.
People cannot be productive 100
per cent of their time for extended
periods of time. In the average or
ganization at least 25 per cent of
employees’ time is required for va
cations, sick-leave, personal time
March-April, 1972
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communicating until they reach an
upper limit of approximately 90 per
cent.
The frequency of communication
is dependent on the number of in
teractions available to each mem
ber of the group. Assuming that
there may be a two-way interaction
between each member of the group
and every other member, the for
mula for computing the possible
number of interactions (I) is:

EXHIBIT I

Interactions

_ K (K-l)
I =
2

Number of Interactions by Group Size

off, training, coffee breaks, and ad
ministrative and organizational
meetings.
In addition, a conservative aver
age of 10 per cent of employee time
FRIED
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management

and

is spent in non-productive status
due to late completion of activities
on which the employee is depen
dent, poor work scheduling, non
work oriented conversation, and
other forms of “idle” time.

management

Orientation time

Each new member entering a
group must communicate with
others about the task and ongoing
task-oriented communication must
take place.
In small groups (five or less) this
can take from 10 to 30 per cent of
his time. As the group size in
creases beyond five, members must
spend more and more of their time

where K equals the number of peo
ple in the group. As Exhibit 1, left,
indicates, the number of possible
interactions increases very rapidly
with small increases in group size.
In order to be as conservative as
possible, let us assume that until
the group reaches ten members in
size, the individual spends a maxi
mum of 10 per cent of his time in
communicating with others. How
ever, when the group size exceeds
ten each individual will spend .01
per cent more of his time com
municating for each member of the
group over ten. (This amounts to
an average of less than two seconds
per day per interaction.)
On the basis of the above, the
non-productive time expected is
25 per cent for vacation, etc.; 10
per cent for idle time; and 10 per
cent for time spent in communicat
ing. We may, therefore, estimate
that 55 per cent of each employee’s
time can be considered productive
time up to a group size of ten.
We may compute the per cent
of productive time by the follow
ing formula where:

Pt = productive time
T = individual employee hours
per work period
K = the number of people in the
group
then:
K(K-l)
Pt = K(T[.55 - .0001
2 ])

Solved for a group of 90 people
working a standard 40-hour week
(a total of 3,600 available hours),
Management Adviser

the result is as follows:

Pt = 90(40 [.55-.0001

90x89 ])
2

Pt = 90 (40 [.55 - .0001

4005

Per Cent of
Productive

EXHIBIT 2

])

Pt = 90 (40 [.1495])
Pt = 90 x 5.98
Pt = 538.2 hours
Also, we may compute the per
cent of productive time available
from any specific group using the
following formula, where:

Pp = per cent of productive time
K = the number of people in the
group
then:
Pp = 100 (.55 - .0001

K(K
-1)
2

There is a limited span of control
in the management of complex
technical projects. Therefore, large
groups engaged in these enterprises
are generally organized into many
small groups structured in several
layers of management. It may be
argued that organization into such
subgroups limits the number of
possible interactions between mem
bers.
There are, however, several fac
tors inherent in such organizations
that offset any potential reduc
tion in interactions. Some of these
are:

a. The new organization in
creases the time spent on each
interaction (and may actually in
crease the number of interactions).
b. As organizations acquire size,
depth, and formality, all communi
cations tend to be in writing with
multiple copies. Not only is
communication time increased but
the resulting memos must be filed
for future reference.
c. A hierarchy of managers is
created who become increasingly
less productive.

Conservative premises
It is almost unnecessary to em
phasize the conservative nature of
the premises used to create the
March-April, 1972

Per Cent of Productive Time by Group Size

formula. However, the formula
does assume that all employees are
honest, hard working, competent,
and present for work except for au
thorized absences. Factoring in dis
honesty, laziness, and incompetence
results in negative production over
most of the scale.
Exhibit 2, above, illustrates
the application of the formula for
computing per cent of productive
time over group sizes from ten to
100. As indicated, a group of 95
people could be expected to spend
10.4 per cent of its time on pro
ductive effort.
Furthermore, it is apparent that
a group of 20 people will generate

more productive time than a group
of 95.

Group Size
95
20

Productive Hours
(40 Hour Week)
395.2
424.8

Beyond 100 group members the
formula becomes less reliable, but
some large groups have been
known to enter the range of nega
tive productive output.
With recognition of the validity
of the above logic, Fried’s Law
should be applied in the planning
of all major complex technological
projects in the future.
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Pricing a product cannot be done by hard and fast
rules. Management's ultimate objectives must always
be considered. Does it want short-run or long-run
profits? Does it want to block competitors?

METHODS VS. OBJECTIVES IN PRICING POLICY
by Donald L. Rogoff

University of Missouri

and Robert A. Lynn
Kansas State University

are several well-estab
use, despite their limitations.2 A
price set in part on the basis of a
lished methods for pricing, and
the merits and shortcomings of eachtarget rate of return is used by sev
eral major industrial firms, includ
have been extensively discussed.
ing General Motors, Sears, Alcoa,
Direct costing has been the object
and U.S. Steel.3 Statistical decision
of much recent exposition and an
theory has emerged as a valuable
alysis.1 Breakeven approaches, with
technique to aid the executive re
refinements, also continue in some
here

T

1 See, for example, Richard J. L. Herson
and Ronald S. Hertz, “Direct Costing in
Pricing: A Critical Reappraisal,” Man
agement Adviser (formerly Management
Services), March-April, 1968, pp. 35-44;
Robert W. Lentilhon, “Direct Costing—
Either . . . Or?” The Accounting Re
view, October, 1964, pp. 880-883; NAA
Research Report 37, “Current Applica
tions of Direct Costing” (New York:
National Association of Accountants,
1961).
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2 Raun, Donald L., “The Limitations of
Profit Graphs, Break-even Analysis, and
Budgets,” The Accounting Review, Oc
tober, 1964, pp. 927-945.
3 Kaplan, A. D. H., Joel B. Dirlam, and
Robert F. Lanzillotti, Pricing in Big
Business, Washington, D. C., The
Brookings Institution, 1958, pp. 130-153,
188, 317. R. F. Lanzillotti, “Pricing
Objectives in Large Companies,” Am
erican Economic Review, December,
1958, pp. 924-927.

sponsible for the pricing decision.4
All such pricing methods require
the use of reliable input data, es
pecially costs and volume. In addi
tion, all of these methods rest on
assumptions, but are the assump
tions underlying pricing systems
valid? For example, marginal analy
sis assumes that fixed costs are con
stant and, therefore, not relevant.
It assumes that there is idle capac
ity and, therefore, no opportunity
4 One application is explained by Franz
Edelman, “Art and Science of Competi
tive Bidding,” Harvard Business Re
view, July-August, 1965, pp. 53-69. Also
see Paul E. Green, “Bayesian Decision
Theory in Pricing Strategy,” Journal of
Marketing, January, 1963, pp. 5-14.
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cost attached to the “sunk” re
sources. A gross margin orientation
assumes demand is relatively in
elastic and the response of buyers
is relatively unimportant. A cost
orientation to pricing assumes com
petitive reaction is not a major
factor.
A manager emphasizing cost in
his pricing policy assumes costs are
precise. A book publisher ignores
competition and demand when he
refuses to price a book until he
receives the cost estimate.5 Price
volume-cost may be a more useful
frame of reference than the usual
cost - volume - profit
relationship
where sales and selling price are
assumed as given. Technology, per
haps erroneously assumed constant
in the relevant planning horizon, is
increasingly making it possible to
alter costs through changing prod
uct content. These are examples of
some of the assumptions implicit in
pricing methods. If these assump
tions are untrue the methods yield
suboptimal results and the deci
sions that follow are not consistent
with the firm’s objectives—even
when the firm’s objectives are ex
plicitly known and understood.
This article argues that the pric
ing method should reflect actual
management objectives. In some
cases the objectives are made clear,
in others they are merely implied or
assumed. In many cases methodol
ogy may either presuppose objec
tives that are not the most impor
tant ones, or it may tend to narrow
their range at precisely the moment
when they should be broadened,
e.g., the time when a new product
is initially priced.
Since pricing is a means to an
end, an explicit formulation of the
company’s pricing objectives is es
sential. The basic guides to pricing
are the firm’s overall goals. The
broadest objective is to assure con
tinued existence. However, aside
from survival, company objectives
relate to rate of growth and market
share as well as making money.
Controversy continues to sur
5 The cost estimate depends on selling
price and volume assumptions.
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round the question of how much
money is sought. Anthony would
argue, for example, that profit max
imization is not a valid assumption
to explain the behavior of business
men because it is immoral and too
difficult to measure and implement.
He bases his case on corporate
philanthropy and interviews with
executives who speak of satisfactory
or reasonable, not maximum, prof
its.6 Ralston Purina plans to spend
$30 million in St. Louis on a public
housing redevelopment proposal
(LaSalle Park)7 with a rate of re
turn well below its cost of capital.
This fact supports Anthony’s view
that “the objective of a business is
to use its resources as effectively as
possible in supplying goods and
services to its customers and to
compensate equitably those who
supply these resources.”8 Ralston
Purina apparently wants to en
hance its public image as well as
upgrade the ghetto that surrounds
its corporate headquarters.
Despite this evidence we be
lieve profit maximization is a legiti
mate and moral objective of busi
ness along with compatible goals
such as survival, growth, excess
risk avoidance, etc. An enlightened
management scoring high on public
relations and social consciousness
may view profit as the result of
serving customers. It is following
the adage, “He profits most that
serves best.”
Corporate philanthropy may not
help maximize profits or the stock
price immediately but in the longer
run the reputation of a good cor
porate citizen will favorably affect
sales and profits. More to the point,
however, is the fact that corporate
philanthropy is less than 1 per cent
of corporate profits—not an impres
sive argument against profit maxi
mization.9

Since pricing is a
means to an end, an explicit

formulation of the company’s
pricing objectives is essential.

The basic guides to pricing
are the firm’s overall goals.

The broadest objective is to

assure continued existence.
However, aside from

survival, company objectives
relate to rate of growth and

market share as well as
making money.

6 Anthony, Robert N., “The Trouble with
Profit Maximization,” Harvard Business
Review, November-December, 1960.
7 Ralston Purina Magazine, No. 1, 1970,
p. 7.
8 Anthony, op. cit., p. 7.
9 Rogoff, Donald L., “The Forecasting
Properties of Insider Trading,” unpub
lished D.B.A. thesis, Michigan State
University, E. Lansing, 1964, pp. 138-42.
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Minimizing risk and maximizing rewards are conflicting and incompatible goals.

Experience and observation re
veal that people prefer more of a
benefit rather than less; they prefer
a good thing sooner rather than
later; and they prefer a future ben
efit that has a higher rather than a
lower probability of being received
and enjoyed. Even these goals are
sometimes in conflict and involve
trade-offs. For example, more now
may mean less in the future, or more
in the future will likely involve
more risk, i.e., a higher probability
of a smaller or even negative bene
fit.

Balancing conflicting goals
People prefer less risk and more
safety to the reverse. They also pre
fer more income and profits rather
than less. Minimizing risk and
maximizing rewards are conflicting
and incompatible goals. The more
you pursue one, the less likely you
are to achieve the other. The art
and skill of good business judg
ment is knowing how to balance
conflicting goals.
In a business enterprise, the as
sumed primary objective of manDONALD
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agement is to maximize the longrun profits of the firm. The ulti
mate determinant of what is good
pricing policy is whether or not it
achieves this objective. This princi
ple may be contradicted by such
expressions of business goals as the
following:

1. To increase sales volume and
market penetration,
2. To maintain historic rate of
return on assets,
3. To strengthen financial posi
tion,
4. To reduce costs,
5. To increase inventory (and
other asset) turnover,
6. To increase the size of plant
and facilities,
7. To improve prestige and
maintain entrepreneurial
spirit,
8. To improve employee rela
tions,
9. To protect company assets,
10. To achieve industry leader
ship,
11. To improve company’s repu
tation with customers, sup
pliers, creditors, and other in
terest groups, and,
12. To secure economic power.

However, these are only inter
mediate goals; the real objective in
each case is (or should be) to max
imize long-run profits. When busi
ness managers translate their over
all objective of maximizing profits
into objectives referring to different
parts of the firm, it is often neces
sary to state objectives in non-profit
terms such as those above. When
this is done, care must be taken not
to lose sight of the ultimate objec
tive.
Multiple goals are created as an
approximation for a single “real”
goal that cannot be measured in
practice. Business profits are a case
in point. The determination of real
income according to financial

theory requires the calculation of
the present value of the firm at the
beginning and end of the period
over which income is being meas
ured. This, in turn, requires a
knowledge of future cash flows and
an appropriate discount rate. The
goal is to maximize the present
value of the residual owner’s invest
ment, i.e., the stock price. Because
of the serious problem of forecast
ing expected values, this goal lacks
operational guidance for making
decisions.
True (or economic) income de
fies measurement, but accounting
income does not. The profit is
measured by the accountant by
matching costs and revenues. This
procedure provides a usable and
reasonable approximation of true
income, despite unreal assumptions
and arbitrary allocations of costs
and revenues among different time
periods.
Accounting profit as defined and
measured depends primarily on his
torical costs, and, therefore, may be
inconsistent with future income.
Because of this, managers are often
held responsible for goals subsidi
ary to net income and “profit maxi
mization.” For example, managers
define goals in terms of targets for
cost reduction, employee turnover,
market penetration (or participa
tion), etc.
Sometimes multiple goals are a
means of coping with interactions,
tradeoffs, and complexity. Often a
single goal cannot embody all of
the relevant factors and interre
lated effects that have a bearing on
selecting a course of action among
the available alternatives. In this
event, multiple goals may succeed
in conveying additional informa
tion about desired behavior in the
face of interactions.10
10 Whinston, Andrew, “Price Coordination
in Decentralized Systems,” unpublished
Ph.D. thesis, Carnegie Institute of Tech
nology, Pittsburgh, 1962, pp. 33-44.
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The more you pursue one, the less likely you are to achieve the other

For example, suppose that the
president of a company wants to
assign goals to the vice president
of manufacturing that will lead to
maximum long-run profits. If the
vice president is told to focus on
cost reduction, this may adversely
affect sales revenue through prod
uct quality and availability. There
fore, the vice president should be
held responsible for quality and de
livery goals and others as well as
costs.
Higher sales, lower profits

An organization should expect to
get exactly what it asks for. Each
executive will attempt to “opti
mize” in terms of the goals as
signed to him, whether profitable
or not.11 For example, if a sales
manager is held responsible solely
for sales volume, he may achieve
increased dollar sales at the ex
pense of reduced corporate profit
(by granting too many price con
cessions to customers, for example).
These subsidiary goals force the
businessman to think of longer
range profits as well as immediate
profits.
Profit goals are undoubtedly im
portant ones, but profit can be
overemphasized. This is particular
ly true in the common case where
short-run profits are the ones used
in pricing calculations, while longrun profits are those in which man
agement is really interested.
Perhaps profits can be maximized
in the long run by restraining them
in the short run with a lower price,
a higher product quality, or a more
extensive promotional campaign
11 Much of this material is liberally bor
rowed from Simon and Emery. Herbert
A. Simon, “On the Concept of Organi
zational Goal,” Administrative Science
Quarterly, Vol. 9, No. 1, June, 1964,
pp. 1-22, and James C. Emery, Organi
zational Planning and Control Systems,
New York, The Macmillan Company,
1969, pp. 115-119.
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than the one that would maximize
short-run profits. This course would
build volume and establish custom
er and dealer loyalty.
Most pricing methods concen
trate on short-run profits and thus
they carry an implicit objective that
is very likely to be self-defeating in
the long run. The probable reason
for this is that it is easier to obtain
data on which to base the decision.
Basing pricing decisions on longrun implications introduces greater
uncertainty and is indeed more dif
ficult. Short-run methods and ob
jectives may be inconsistent with
long-run goals.
Perhaps General Motors, for ex
ample, is maximizing long - run
profits by not maximizing yearly
profits because such aggressive be
havior would increase the risk of
Government antitrust action. The
breakup of General Motors into
smaller companies is probably
viewed as the antithesis of survival.
Playboy magazine provides an
other example of a policy with ad
verse short-run profit implications.
The Wall Street Journal many years
ago reported that Playboy maga
zine refuses to accept advertising
for products and services (such as
acne preparations, hair restorers,
home study courses, etc.) designed
to improve its readers’ physiques or
intellects because it does not want
to remind its audience of their
shortcomings. If true, the manage
ment of this successful enterprise is
willing to forego incremental prof
its (where marginal revenue ex
ceeds marginal cost) for long-run
circulation and “image” goals prob
ably because these goals implement
long-run profit maximization.
The difficulty with profit maximi
zation is a measurement problem
compounded by a semantic prob
lem. Although not generally ac
cepted (by Anthony, Simon, Baumol et al.), many practitioners and
teachers, perhaps most, accept the

proposition that management’s ba
sic objective is to attempt to pro
duce “maximum profits” or to pro
duce “the greatest possible return
on the stockholder’s investment
over the long run consistent with
reasonable risk.”
The problem with this kind of
statement as a guide to pricing or
anything else is that it is not opera
tional because it is too vague. What
is the stockholder’s investment? Do
you use his cost or the current mar
ket value or the company’s book
value? How long is the long run?
Over what time period should
“maximum return on stockholders
investment” be measured?
The most difficult question is:
What is reasonable risk? This ques
tion has not been satisfactorily an
swered with respect to individual
investments, much less overall cor
porate (assets, strategies, and)
goals.12

12 See for example D. B. Hertz, “Risk
Analysis in Capital Investment,” Har
vard Business Review, Jan.-Feb., 1964,
pp. 95-106, and “Investment Policies That
Pay Off,” Harvard Business Review, Jan.Feb., 1968, pp. 96-108; Frederick S.
Hillier, “A Basic Approach to the Eval
uation of Risky Interrelated Investments,”
Technical Report No. 69-9, Operations
Research House, Stanford University,
California, and “The Derivation of Prob
abilistic Information for the Evaluation
of Risky Investments,” Management Sci
ence, Vol. 9, No. 3, April, 1963, pp.
443-457, and The Evaluation of Risky
Interrelated Investments, Vol. 1 of the
TIMS-ONR monographs in Budgeting
Interrelated Activities, Amsterdam, 1969;
Harry M. Markowitz, Portfolio Selection,
Wiley, New York, 1959; Bertil Naslund,
Decisions Under Risk, The Economic
Research Institute, Stockholm School of
Economics, 1967; Martin H. Weingart
ner, “Capital Budgeting of Interrelated
Projects: Survey and Synthesis,” Manage
ment Science, Vol. 12, No. 7, March,
1966, pp. 485-516; and Robert F. Byrne,
New Approaches to Budgeting, Vol.
2 of the TIMS-ONR monographs on
Budgeting Interrelated Activities, Amster
dam.
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The sales maximization
model (objective or goal) is
probably inefficient. It

probably leads to “fat” in the

operations. When sales are
growing, there is less

motivation for cost control.
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Unit volume and market share
goals may be consistent with or in
conflict with earning maximum
long-run profits. We would ques
tion any standard based on history
or past performance, rather than
analysis with explicit assumptions.
They may no longer be relevant.
Times change and as industries ma
ture a prior year’s average historic
return might prove too high for
today’s conditions and more lim
ited opportunities. Here the ques
tion of the irrelevancy of sunk costs
in total assets is raised.
Profit margin ignores the impact
of volume in cost - volume - profit
relationships. Pricing to maintain
profit margin per unit may de
crease volume, turnover, and total
profits. Profit may be maximized at
a lower return on sales if there is
a significantly greater turnover of
capital assets.
Profit can sometimes be maxi
mized on a lower return on assets
if assets are larger in size and
financed relatively more from debt
sources. The rate of return goal ig
nores the absolute amount of as
sets. If assets are shrinking, main
taining the historical return on
those assets results in smaller prof
its. Whereas, if the assets of a com
pany are growing, a (small) sac
rifice on the return as a percentage
of those assets may be in order
and improve the EPS and the stock
price.
Maintaining (or improving) your
market share in a declining in
dustry (such as buggy whips, for
example) is insensitive to goal
achievement. Computation and
measurement problems persist. The
computation of historic return on
assets is itself suspect as a goal on
computational grounds. For exam
ple, gross assets fail to adjust the
rate computation for the deprecia
tion of the assets included in the
denominator. Thus, the computed
rate of return understates the true
rate of return (or profitability) on
capital. Also, judging investment
outlays by the return which they
would return on total invested cap
ital, rather than equity investment,
implicitly assumes that all projects

have the same debt-bearing capa
city.
In practice many other objectives
influence pricing policies. For ex
ample, quantity sold and percen
tage share of the market may be
alternative objectives, not merely
companion goals of profit maximi
zation. Sometimes they are used
because long-run cost and revenue
data are unavailable.
William J. Baumol has advanced
the hypothesis that price is often
set at a level which will maximize
dollar revenue, subject to the con
straint of some minimum necessary
profit.13 Price would, therefore, be
lowered below the profit-maximiz
ing level toward the level at which
marginal revenue is zero, and at
which total revenue is maximized.
Baumol reasons that high dollar
sales attract customers to the “pop
ular” product, cause banks to be
receptive to a firm’s financial needs,
encourage distributors, and make
it easier to retain and attract good
employees.14 In addition, growth
in sales may attract the interest of
the investment community in the
firm and exert a favorable influence
on stock values.
The sales maximization model
(objective or goal) is probably in
efficient. It probably leads to “fat”
in the operations. When sales are
growing, there is less motivation for
cost control. There might be a ten
dency to let things slide, to ap
prove questionable expenditures, to
postpone decisions to terminate un
productive personnel, etc. But in a
business downturn there is more
emphasis on cost cutting. This re
sults in an overreaction during per
iods of poor business, such as we
have seen in the early 1970’s.
Besides dollar sales volume the
number of units sold and the per
centage share of the market are
points of great interest to manage
ment. Temporary price cuts, given
as volume bonuses, are often used
in the automobile industry as man13 Baumol, William J., Business Behavior,
Value and Growth, revised edition, New
York, Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.,
1967, pp. 45-50.
14 Ibid., pp. 45-46.
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ufacturers seek to raise their level
of market penetration.15 Such a low
price may be consistent with favor
able long-run profits and may thus
represent a wise decision even if it
is too low to maximize immediate
profits. A pricing system based on
short-run profits could easily be
self-defeating in the long run.
Unit volume is an especially im
portant pricing goal in such cases
as these:

1. Where a product (such as an
automobile) has a high level
of visibility and where it is
essential to have a “popular”
product.
2. Where high unit sales are
needed to attract or retain
strong dealers.
3. Where unit sales records are
prominently publicized.
4. Where brand loyalty (once
obtained) is high and where
repeat sales are important.
5. Where high unit sales pro
vide a basis for organizational
growth, when such growth is
sought by management.16
Competition is an important fac
tor in most pricing decisions. Pric
ing methods sometimes are built on
cost analysis procedures and flex
ible markup systems that reflect
such factors as the capital turnover
rate.17 Such a method is valid only
when competition is not a major
element in the price decision.
Where management wishes to
maintain a parity with competition
or a certain margin below or above
competition, cost and markup play
a minor role.
15 See for example Douglas A. Condra,
“9 Divisions Offering Incentives to Spur
Sales,” Automotive News, May 27, 1968,
pp. 1, 4.
16 Lynn, Robert A., “Unit Volume as a
Goal in Pricing,” Journal of Marketing,
Vol. 32, October, 1968, p. 36.
17 McAnly, H. T., “Administrative Ex
pense and Profit in Product Pricing,”
The Journal of Accountancy, August,
1963, pp. 33-38. He states, “Application
of an over-all percentage for adminis
trative expense and return on capital
may result in serious mistakes in setting
prices for individual products.”
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TABLE I
ALTERNATIVE PRICES AND PROFITS FOR A NEW PRODUCT
Alternative 1
Years 1 and 2
Price
Cost
Unit Sales
Unit Sales as Percentage of Total Market
Profit per Year
Years 3, 4, and 5
Price
Cost
Unit Sales
Unit Sales as Percentage of Total Market

Price cuts are used to keep com
petition from entering a market.
For example, Germany had a mon
opoly in certain pharmaceuticals
and fine chemicals in the pre
World War I period.18 It exercised
a policy of pricing drastically below
cost to prevent competitors, like
Monsanto, for example, from enter
ing the fine chemical field. Shortrun profit maximization is not con
sistent with the long-run objective
of minimizing the competition that
you face. Minimizing competition
may be compatible with long-run
investment values and profit maxi
mization, as in the case of General
Motors cited earlier.
Finding the “right” price

A price may be “right” with re
spect to one possible objective,
while it is “wrong” with respect to
another objective. Suppose market
tests and customer attitude surveys
indicate that potential elasticity of
demand for a new product is
high.19 This means that the quan
tity sold will be more than propor
tionately responsive to price cuts
and produce increased sales rev
enue. A small reduction in price of
product will lead to a more than
18 Haynes, William, American Chemical
Industry. A History, VI, New York, Van
Nostrand, 1949, p. 283.
19 An earlier article in this journal illus
trates how a survey of your salesmen’s
opinion may help you estimate elasticity,
i.e., anticipate the effects of a proposed
price cut on volume for existing prod
ucts when budget constraints preclude
market research surveys. Philip L. Blu
menthal, Jr., “Predicting Sales Effects of
Discount Changes,” Management Advis
er, March-April, 1971, pp. 37-44.

Alternative 2

3.00
2.00
10,000
100
$10,000

$

2.25
1.75
8,000
50

$

$

$

2.15
1.90
20,000
100
$ 5,000
1.75
1.60
24,000
75

proportionate increase in the num
ber of consumers who are willing
and able to purchase that product.
Table 1, above, shows the case of
this new product with total cost per
unit estimated at $2.00 for 10,000
units and $1.90 for 20,000 units.
The previously mentioned market
tests indicate that a $3.00 price
could be charged if sales of only
10,000 units are regarded as satis
factory, while a $2.15 price would
be required to assure initial sales
of 20,000. It will be assumed that
the total investment would be the
same, regardless of volume. The
short - run profit - oriented price
would be $3.00, as Table 1 indi
cates, because this alternative is
twice as profitable in years one and
two.
The lower price shown in Alter
native 2 would speed customer ac
ceptance of the product, and it
would also retard the entry of com
petitors. With the higher price, on
the other hand, let us assume that
by year three this firm would be
selling only 8,000 units (50 per cent
of the market) while competition
forced price down to $2.25. If the
firm’s management has a market
share objective of 75 per cent, it
can select Alternative 2 and cut
price more deeply to $1.75. This
would be the unit cost level of a
lower volume producer, and thus
entry by competitors would not be
invited.
As production runs become larger
under Alternative 2, unit costs are
lowered from $1.90 to $1.60 and
price can be further decreased
enabling additional economies of
scale. This environment will ex
clude marginal producers from the
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market. In such a hypothetical
situation, pricing Alternative 2
is optimal from the beginning
because it leads to more rapid
consumer acceptance, discourages
competition, excludes alternative
producers, and leads to higher mar
ket share and sales volume for a
longer period of time.
From the standpoint of long-run
(five year) profits, however, Alter
native 1 would still be “right,” since
profits are always higher with the
higher price alternative. For a man
agement which regards the lower
profits as acceptable and which
seeks mainly high dollar sales, high
market share, and a very competi
tive or low price reputation among
consumers and dealers, Alternative
2 is the “right” one. Such a policy
applied to this product might well
have favorable effects on the sale
and acceptance of other members
of the product line.
To make an intelligent decision
certain data are needed. Market re
search could shed light on the vital
price-volume relationship. For all
objectives cost information is need
ed. Historical costs are seldom rele
vant, of course.20 By year three in
Table 1 they would be grossly mis
leading. The sort of costs needed
would be projected costs at various
volume levels.21 Perhaps what is
needed is an idea of the probability
distribution of the unit costs that
might be encountered at volume
levels that have not yet been ex
perienced. Cost estimates would
serve more to outline the general
bounds of the profit constraint than
they would to present exact figures.
Where a price is “right” based on
a volume objective, but where prof
it is inadequate, it is often better
to re-design the product than to
raise the price. The product itself
is a variable, and it may be one
that offers considerable latitude to
management. Data regarding the
20 Chambers, R. J., “Prospective Adven
tures in Accounting Ideas,” The Account
ing Review, April, 1967, p. 243.
21 See George J. Benston, “Multiple Re
gression Analysis of Cost Behavior,” The
Accounting Review, October, 1966, pp.
657-672, especially p. 662.
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cost of various product alternatives
would be basic to a decision in this
area.22

Choosing among alternatives
Our view of the breadth and var
iety of management objectives is
undergoing a basic change.23 We
need to continue to expand these
conceptions and to adapt pricing
methodology to nontraditional
views of organizational theory.
Marginal analysis is a valid tech
nique for aiding in the choice
among alternatives where efficiency
or lowest cost is the decision cri
terion. It is especially useful in
short - run instances where sales
volume, which affects costs, may be
correctly assumed to be indepen
dent of the choice.
The alternative choice problems
where marginal analysis is useful
tend to be those where the possible
alternatives can be fairly clearly
specified, and where it is possible
to make reasonably good estimates
of the costs and revenues implica
tions of each alternative. Examples
are capital equipment decisions,
buy-or-lease decisions, and produc
tion scheduling decisions, to men
tion a few.
Many of these problems are com
plex, difficult, and involve large
sums of money—but relative to such
problems as pricing, choice of
product line, marketing strategy,
and the direction of research ef
forts, they are simple. Problems like
equipment replacement, buy-orlease, plant layout, and production
22 Chamberlin, Edward H., “The Product
as an Economic Variable,” Toward a
More General Theory of Value, New
York, Oxford University Press, 1957, pp.
105-37.
23 Caplan, Edwin H., “Behavioral As
sumptions of Management Accounting,”
The Accounting Review, July, 1966, pp.
496-509. In this important article inte
grating accounting and modem organiza
tion theory, the author argues for ex
panding the scope of management ac
counting theory and practice. For ex
ample, he writes, “Accountants will have
to develop an increased awareness and
understanding of the complex social and
psychological motivations and limitations
of organization participants.”

runs affect costs such as material,
labor, depreciation, interest, and
taxes and, therefore, profits but not
sales and the customer. Problems
like pricing, product mix, and mar
ket strategy affect sales as well as
costs, volume, and profit. It is prob
lems like these that are not likely
to be solved in practice by rules
based on profit maximization, at
least profit maximization based on
short-run cost and volume data and
other questionable assumptions.
This article stresses the impor
tance of understanding the firm’s
long-run objectives and making
pricing decisions that take these
into consideration. There may be a
substantial difference between the
“maximized” short-run profit of eco
nomic theory or some one-shot bid
ding situations and the target rate
of return employed on a continuing
basis.
Are the methods and objectives
of your organization realistic and
operationally meaningful in view
of the constraints imposed by the
product and the market? Pricing
methods that assume short - run
profits as a goal, which are based
on historical cost data that ignores
volume changes, or which do not
consider competition, are likely to
miss the mark widely.
A pricing method must reflect
the objectives of management; it
must not assume these objectives.
The “profit” goal as implemented
for pricing, i.e., short-run profit
maximization, may be overrated.
Volume objectives that seek to
build a market position or reputa
tion, even at the expense of shortrun profits, may be very useful
goals, particularly for the multi
product firm. Goals such as market
penetration may rate notice as a
builder of markets. These markets
can be the real determinants of
long-run profits.
Accounting data to support such
objectives are needed. The most
relevant data may be the hardest
to find, and impossible to express
in exact terms. As always, however,
a rough idea about a needed item
is better than an exact measure of
an unnecessary or misleading one.
Management Adviser

A Wall Street investment banker cautions the private
company against the dangers of “going public" too
soon and suggests alternative means of raising out
side capital—

GOING PUBLIC MAY NOT BE THE ANSWER
by Robert M. Smith
Editor

successful companies are
racking ordeal of SEC registra
expanding companies in nor
tion, and, then, very often not com
mal times. That almost inevitably
ing up with the total amount of
means that at some point they grow
capital you will need for the future.
beyond their original financing
That’s all wrong, according to
channels, whether they be founders’
William M. Wolfson, CPA and se
capital, cash flow, or short-term
nior vice president—corporate fi
bank arrangements.
nance for Halle & Stieglitz Inc., an
At that point the company will
82-year-old New York investment
either have to limit its expansion
underwriter.
arbitrarily or redesign its capital
Mr. Wolfson thinks companies
structure to develop a broader fi
should look on investment under
nancial base.
writers as prudent people do on
Most companies, of course,
their family doctors—experts to be
choose the second alternative. And
known and consulted before they’re
to most, the most common solu
critically needed.
tion is “going public.”
Why?
That means approaching an un
Primarily because underwriters
derwriting firm and persuading it
can give good financial advice un
der everyday, normal circumstan
to accept your issue, going through
ces, just as a good doctor can give
the long, expensive, and nerve
ost

M
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sensible health advice before the
patient has to be admitted to the
hospital.
And one of these pieces of ad
vice Mr. Wolfson recommends most
highly is that going public is not
the only way to raise needed
money and may, in many instances,
be the worst way.
For many companies a private
placement offers a far better oppor
tunity to get needed growth fund
ing, he advises. “Unfortunately most
executives in companies needing
such funding simply don’t know
that financial institutions—insurance
companies, pension funds, private
investment companies—have inves
table capital to offer. And, if they
do know it, they don’t know how
to go about getting it.”
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This is where the investment
banker can come in, according to
Wolfson. Getting the right com
pany together with the right insti
tution is one of the most important
functions an investment banker can
perform, he believes. “Underwrit
ing issues is only one of the roles
we play in financing business,
though it is the best known,” he
points out.
And the investment banker has
the immense advantage over the
average businessman of knowing
which particular types of compan
ies a given institution is interested
in backing. Medical supply com
panies, for instance, may be a favor
ite investment field for insurance
company A, while insurance com
pany B may favor construction con
cerns and be quite indifferent to
medical supplies. These intangibles
are the banker’s stock in trade; they
are complete mysteries to the aver
age businessman seeking capital.
And, besides guiding the busi
ness needing additional financing
to the best source of such aid,
Wolfson says, an astute investment
banker can be invaluable in mak
ing the presentation to the pro
posed lender.
"Even when a company does
manage to get the ear of an insti
tution on its own,” according to the
financial executive, “the opportun
ity may fall by the wayside be
cause it very often doesn’t know
how to present its case properly.”
Many executives, expert in their
own fields, are less than effective
when it comes to developing a fi
nancial proposal, he says. “Invest
ment bankers are skilled in pre
senting salient operating informa
tion and projections in a format
familiar to institutions. Addition
ally, we find that the procedure
frequently helps corporate manage
ment sharpen its own planning,” he
adds.
That is another of his points in
arguing against a public stock offer
ing as the first move toward obtain
ing outside financing for most com
panies.
“Many private companies or
family-owned concerns are just not
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ready for the rigors of an SEC
registration,” he said. “If you have
too many relatives on the payroll,
if you have too many companypaid memberships in country clubs
for executives, if there’s waste in
various other benefits, the SEC reg
istration will go badly. Yet ex
actly this type of thing is what we
constantly run up against in com
panies looking for financing. In pri
vate financing, it doesn’t matter too
much; we can clean up the par
ticular situation and the lending
company will go along with the
situation after it’s corrected. With
an SEC offering it’s an entirely dif
ferent matter. Any hint that every
thing hasn’t been above suspicion
for the past several years is enough
to endanger your offering to the
public.
“And, of course,” he added,
“most of the offenses are not really
offenses in a privately-owned com
pany. If it chooses to put the
owners’ relatives on the payroll or
pay for country club memberships
for its officers, that’s its business.
It’s only when it goes public that
eyebrows can be raised.”

SEC responsibilities
This, of course, is as it should
be, he says. The SEC has an ob
ligation to insist on full disclosure
of every phase and aspect of any
company making a public offering;
this is designed to protect the in
vesting public. With private financ
ing, however, the arrangement is
a contractual one between the par
ties involved; the lender can make
any stipulations it wants before en
tering into the lending agreement.
The borrowing company can either
meet the stipulations or look else
where for capital. It is a much
simpler and much more flexible ar
rangement than is possible with an
SEC registration.
In effect, Mr. Wolfson’s recom
mendation that companies seek pri
vate financing rather than public fi
nancing for their first effort to
raise substantial outside capital is
a recommendation that a dress re
hearsal be held before the open

ing night. Private financing will
mean investigation, but by a less
demanding group than the SEC.
It will acquaint the fund-seeking
company with the things it must do
to put its own house in order but
it will not prevent the company
from getting the needed money if
corrective measures are taken.

CPA’s role
Shouldn’t the company’s own
CPA realize its practices are liable
to make it embarrassing to try for
SEC registration?
Very often, Mr. Wolfson said.
But there’s nothing wrong with the
practices as long as the company
is privately owned. The CPA may
note them in his reports but that’s
all he’s obliged to do. Besides,
many CPAs are themselves unfa
miliar with all the details involved
in a public offering and how mi
nute the investigation can be.
That brought up the question:
Is a well known and well establish
ed CPA firm name required for an
underwriter to accept a public is
sue?
Not at all, according to William
Wolfson. “My own firm has under
written issues where the CPA firm
was reputable but not nationally
known, and we’ll do it again,” he
said. “The main thing we look for
in a client’s CPA is familiarity with
all the details of going public. Of
course, we’d be dubious about a
one-man office in a small town but
mainly because our experience has
been that CPAs that small and
that far removed from major
stock exchanges simply don’t have
the experience needed for a public
offering.”
Here again is where an ongoing
relationship with an underwriter
established long before the firm
plans to go public can be invalu
able, he stressed, since the under
writer can guide both the firm
and its CPA through the intricacies
of going public, the standards that
will be expected, and the require
ments that must be met.
But still the major emphasis re
mains on using outside private fiManagement Adviser

nancing, through the underwriter,
before going public. This prepares
the company for eventually going
public; it builds a good working
relationship between company, un
derwriter, and CPA; it avoids the
difficulties implicit in SEC investi
gation and registration; and it
avoids possible adverse shifts in the
stock market between the time of
first registration for a stock offer
ing and the date when the stock
is finally cleared and goes on the
market.
Furthermore, if the private in
vestment route is taken first before
a public offering, the company can
then go back a few years later,
experienced in the procedures,
aware of the pitfalls, and issue
stock when it needs further capital.

Ongoing relationship
In practical terms, Mr. Wolfson
says, first arrangements with an in
vestment banker require no more
than two or three information
meetings a year. Then when capital
is needed, the investment banker
already knows much of what he
needs to know to find the best
source of that capital at the lowest
cost. “The important thing is con
tinuity, establishing the two-way
flow of information and keeping it
going until the time for action has
arrived,” he says.
There is no established method
of initiating this type of relation
ship, according to Wolfson. It often
springs up informally from deal
ings with a broker whose firm car
ries on investment banking activi
ties, or from recommendation of a
company’s lawyer or accountant.
Citing the current revival of in
terest in marketing new issues, he
recapitulated some of the pitfalls
companies may be overlooking in
their haste to take advantage of the
improved stock market tone. Some
of the factors to be aware of:
Launching a public issue is a
lengthy and extremely expensive
process and the market may not be
as receptive when registration is
finally complete as it was when it
was initiated. Private placements
March-April, 1972

on the other hand usually do not
take nearly so long to negotiate
and are far less sensitive to market
trends.
“Full disclosure” is the rule in
preparing a registration statement
and prospectus. Closely held com
panies are usually sensitive about
revealing information to competi
tors and customers; it often comes
as a shock to them to realize how
completely they have to reveal
sales, earnings, “special” arrange
ments, and management compensa
tion. Information developed to ef
fect a private placement, on the
other hand, is held in strictest con
fidence between the parties in
volved.
Preparing a public issue is a
costly proposition, both in terms of
actual dollars spent for special au
dits and legal fees, and in the
amount of executive time consumed
in developing the registration state
ment.
Finding the right investment
banker to handle the offering can
be perplexing and time-consuming
for a company that has not set
up an arrangement with such a
banker years earlier and has never
launched a previous public offering.
Issuing shares to the public
makes the public a partner, in ef
fect, and involves obligations the
management of a closely held com
pany may have trouble adjusting
to.
In counseling against going pub
lic too hastily, Mr. Wolfson con
cedes that public underwritings are
the best source of income for an
investment banker. “A private
placement does not generate the
revenue of a public issue, it’s true,”
he says. “On the other hand, if we
can convince a company that a
year or two of solid achievement,
with private financing during the
period, will result in a better rec
ord when a stock issue is finally
registered, it’s likely that the stock
will command a better price. That’s
good for everyone, for the public
and for the client. It’s good for us
too. The more successful the issue,
the better it is for us to be asso
ciated with it.”

. . .if the private investment
route is taken first, before a
public offering, the company
can then go back a few years

later, experienced in the

procedures, aware of the
pitfalls, and issue stock when
it needs further capital.
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what people are writing about
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The Wreck of the Penn Central
by Joseph R. Daughen and Peter
Binzen, Little, Brown & Company,
Boston, 365 pages, $7.95.

Imagine two giant corporations,
neither of them earning a substan
tial profit, two administrations, one
geared to better marketing prac
tices, one aimed at volume for the
sake of volume, three top execu
tives, none of whom is on cordial
—or even speaking—terms with the
others.

Merge the corporations, on a
one-for-one basis, where all three
antagonistic top executives are held
in positions of major authority, and
where line management is taken
over by representatives of each of
the two companies so that a de
partment head from Company A
has as assistant an executive from
Company B.
Superimpose on all of this a Gov
ernment regulatory body which has
control of the prices that can be
charged, the services that must be
maintained, whether profitable or
unprofitable, and you have The
Wreck of the Penn Central.
This history of the dismal, 871day record of the largest corporate

merger in
American
history
(which ended with the most re
sounding bankruptcy in American
history) touches nearly all the
stops in its detailing of the almost
incredible downhill path of the
transportation complex, from its
formation in February, 1968, until
its ignominious end in June, 1970.
Take, first of all, the three princi
pal officers, Stuart Saunders, Alfred
Perlman, and David Bevan. The
first and the last were old Pennsyl
vania Railroad men, but they both
seemed to believe that the rail
road’s profitable days were over,
that the future lay in diversifica
tion, in investing railroad money in
other ventures that would return a
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higher profit. The third, Alfred
Perlman, a New York Central man,
believed the business of the rail
road was the railroad, that every
penny spent on improving main
tenance or rail service would pay
off in increased earnings.
Saunders, the Pennsylvania man,
was made chairman of the board of
the new Penn Central. Perlman, the
New York Central man, was made
president and chief of operations
for the complex. Bevan, the finan
cial man, was made vice president
of finance, but was not given a
seat on the board of directors.
Divided authority

So, in effect, a troika form of
government was set up—made even
more divisive by the fact that Saun
ders knew comparatively little
about railroading, and that Bevan,
though in charge of finance, was
not allowed to control the budget.
As a matter of fact, he wasn’t even
allowed to see it; Perlman didn’t
believe in income budgets and re
fused to submit them.
Add to this, the fact that operat
ing headquarters for the new com
plex was located in Philadelphia,
but that Perlman refused to move
there from New York, and that line
executives from the two railroads,
which had been bitter rivals for
years, were inextricably mixed up
in the new organization.
There lay the seeds of the even
tual disaster, the book’s authors,
two Philadelphia newspapermen,
Joseph R. Daughen and Peter Bin
zen, seem to believe. Or, at least,
the sheer size of the eventual disas
ter resulted from these causes.
For disaster there might have
been in any event. The two lines
were both in very bad shape
physically at the time of the mer
ger. They had come out of the war
years the largest carriers in the East
but they had come out with a
badly exhausted physical plant,
with rails worn out by the constant
traffic of troops and freight trains,
with rolling stock worn out by the
same hard use. They were handi
capped, too, by a freight pattern
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in the nation’s most densely popu
lated area that caused most freight
hauls to be short and, therefore,
comparatively unprofitable.
And the Penn Central had the
highest wage costs of any railroad
in the country.
The merger compounded all the
troubles facing both lines.
First of all, the two lines’ com
puter systems were incompatible.
Although both roads had IBM sys
tems, one was fed computer print
out and punched tape, one used
IBM cards for entry. So all infor
mation generated in New York
Central territory had to be labori
ously translated into a second med
ium in New York for eventual
transfer to the main computer cen
ter in Philadelphia.
Then the merging of personnel,
although it looked good on paper,
worked out disastrously in prac
tice. The two lines each had freight
yards of their own in a number of
cities, but the dispatcher, if he were
an old New York Central man, was
apt not to know the location of the
Pennsylvania’s yards in Cincinnati,
Chicago, or Cleveland (the reverse,
of course, being true if he were
an old Pennsylvania man). So
freight trains became disastrously
snarled, waybills became separated
from the cars they presumably
were accompanying, entire train
loads became lost between their
dispatch points and their destina
tions.
All of this hit the railroad fi
nancially, of course, because the
Penn Central never had enough
freight cars, and so was always
renting them on a per diem basis
from other lines. With entire trains
lost somewhere in the system, costs
mounted astronomically just as in
come was dropping.
This, in turn, hastened the finan
cial day of reckoning. Perlman was
still plowing money into the rail
road; Bevan and Saunders were
still attempting to invest railroad
assets in businesses that promised a
more profitable return. The rail
road’s cash flow position became
more critical daily. Bevan, although
he had no control over the budget,

was responsible for getting money
for the operations of the line and
he mortgaged almost every physi
cal asset the railroad and its vari
ous properties had, finally resorting
to borrowing money from banks
with no collateral at all. The Penn
Central’s credit with the banks was
always good; the Pennsylvania
Railroad had never missed a divi
dend since its establishment in 1849
and even during its darkest days
the new complex kept on paying
dividends.
Eventually, of course, the bubble
burst. There was a last-minute at
tempt to get Federal guarantees for
one more loan, and for a time the
railroad fervently believed the
guarantee would come through—as
did many officials in Washington.
However, powerful Congressional
opposition developed to the loan
guarantee scheme, and its most
ardent sponsors abandoned it
and the Penn Central. A special
meeting of the railroad’s board on
Sunday, June 21, 1970, drew a pe
tition for reorganization under Sec
tion 77 of the bankruptcy act.
The board, true to the Penn Cen
tral tradition of doing nearly every
thing wrong, raised the salaries of
many of its top officers as the first
order of business before moving on
to the distressing matter of peti
tioning for reorganization under
Section 77. The order was signed
within the hour by Judge C. Wil
liam Kraft, Jr., of the United States
District Court for Eastern Pennsyl
vania.
The Penn Central Transporta
tion Company had reached the end
of the line.
The book ignores the detailed ac
counting implications of the col
lapse, but it does sketch in the in
credibly
involved picture of
properties owned by the railroad,
and the financial machinations
some of its officers allegedly in
dulged in. Some officers, for exam
ple, are reported to have formed a
private investment club. They would
then use Penn Central funds to
make vast purchases of stocks held
by the club, after which they would
sell their personal holdings at arti
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ficially high levels, while simulta
neously buying additional quanti
ties for the Penn Central portfolio.
Whether the final disaster could
have been averted is one of those
intriguing questions that can never
be answered unequivocally. What
does seem certain is that if the mer
ger had never been attempted in the
first place, the New York Central
would have put what money it
could raise into improving service,
and relations between Perlman and
his own financial man would have
been incomparably better than they
were between Perlman and Bevan.
The Pennsylvania would have let
the railroad deteriorate but would
have kept pumping money into its
attempt to build a conglomerate—
and it would probably have done
so far more successfully if it had
not had to enter into increasingly
dubious ventures to finance Perl
man’s demands for cash.
And, finally, if the two roads had
never merged, the incredible tie-up
that occurred from misdirected
trains and bad computer communi
cations would not have occurred.
All in all, this book is almost a
case history of how not to go about
a merger and so is must reading.
The sheer size of the merger was,
perhaps, its one overwhelming at
traction; on every other score it
made little or no sense. The clash
in corporate philosophies between
the New York Central men and the
Pennsylvania men, their ignorance
about the locations of the other’s
facilities, the divided responsibili
ties at the top—all these were early
harbingers of trouble.
All in all, it was a hell of a way
to run a railroad.

Valuing a Company: Practices
and Procedures by George D.
McCarthy, CPA, and Rorert E.

Healy, CPA, The Ronald Press
Company, New York, 1971, 521
pages, $25.

This manual, by two partners of
Price Waterhouse & Co., covers just
about everything a professional
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would need to know about valuing
a business.
Four major purposes of company
valuation are stressed in this con
cise, comprehensive, but far from
lively guide: for public offerings;
for acquisition and merger pur
poses; for tender offers; and for
Federal estate, gift, and income tax
purposes.
The section on valuation for pub
lic offerings is of interest to inves
tors as well as to management and
CPAs.
It reviews SEC requirements for
initial offerings; tax, procedural,
and pricing considerations; and the
weight that should be given to
various factors in the securities
markets.
A unique feature of the book is
a series of comprehensive tables
presenting critical data for com
panies in various industries in
volved in mergers and acquisitions,
public offerings, tax valuations, and
tender offers and for a selected
number of conglomerates. These
tables were the result of “a vast
amount of research” in financial
publications, proxy statements, an
nual reports, stock listing applica
tions, and tax decisions.

Information tables
For reference in preparing initial
offerings, the book tabulates, for 20
industries, the total number of
stock issues listed on the New York
Stock Exchange, the total number
of shares and the total market value
in 1968 and in 1970 and gives simi
lar information for listed bonds.
Another table reports, for 11 dates
between 1962 and 1967, price-earn
ings ratios of 11 industry stock
groups, compared to the price-earn
ings ratio of a composite of 425
industrial stock. In a table that
stretches over nearly 14 pages the
authors give basic data on 200 initial
offerings of common stock between
1962 and 1966: offering date, num
ber of shares outstanding after of
fering, aggregate and per-share
price to the public, underwriters’
discounts and commissions, esti

mated expenses, earnings per share
for the three years prior to the of
fering, price-earnings ratio for the
fiscal year prior to the offering, and
the highest and the April 28, 1967,
market prices.
The section on business combina
tions covers basic considerations,
caveats and investigations; ac
counting questions; SEC and Stock
Exchange requirements; tender of
fers; valuation factors; and con
glomerates. A tabulation of 75 ten
der offers lists the shares outstand
ing at the offering date, the number
of shares requested, the offering
price, the approximate market price
before the offer, the premium of
fered (as a percentage of the mar
ket price) and the results of the
tender offers. A mammoth set of
tables on mergers lists 142 acqui
sitions financed by issue of stock,
57 cash purchases, and 25 acquisi
tions by a combination of stock and
cash, with pertinent financial data
from and after the merger.

Conglomerates
A chapter on conglomerates at
tempts to evaluate the advantages
of this method of expansion, with
tabulation of indebtedness, stock
holders’ equity, and net income for
21 of them. A fairly detailed case
study of Walter Kidde & Company
illustrates how earnings per share
may be improved through acquisi
tions.
Other types of valuations dis
cussed include those required for a
“stepped up” basis in a taxable ac
quisition of a company; valuations
of small professional and personal
service organizations; valuations in
regulated industries; and valuations
for dissenting stockholders.
An appendix more than 50 pages
long contains such background doc
uments as listings of the financial
statements required by the SEC for
a new issue and for an acquisition,
a digest of the Justice Department's
merger guidelines, and a summary
of state laws regarding rights of
dissident stockholders.
This book is not light reading,
and its price is as heavy as its style.
Management Adviser

It is, nonetheless, an invaluable ref
erence work that belongs in the
library of every CPA firm and
probably of most corporations as
well.

MAGAZINES
The Accountant, Data Collection
and Social Exchange by John J.
McDonough, The Accounting Re

Briefly listed

view, October, 1971.

Black Capitalism: Strategy for
Business in the Ghetto by Theo
dore L. Cross, Atheneum, New
York, 1971, 274 pages, $3.45
(paperbound).

Contemporary controllers are op
erating in a changing organizational
environment and have an oppor
tunity to expand their role by sup
plying better intelligence to top
management. An understanding
and application of social exchange
theory helps focus upon the prob
lems this larger role presents.

This is the paperback edition of a
book that received the McKinsey
Foundation award in 1969. Its an
alysis of the problems inhibiting
the development of “black capital
ism” and what to do about them
led to the establishment of the
Opportunity Funding Corporation,
through the Office of Economic
Opportunity. On the whole, in
spite of the organizations that
stemmed from it, the book is prob
ably as valid now as it was in 1969
—and certainly as interesting.
Institutional
Investing:
The
Theory and Practice of Manag
ing Large Portfolios of Other
People’s Money — in Pension
Funds, Mutual Funds, Endow
ments, and Trusts—and Achiev
ing Sustained Superior Perform
ance by Charles D. Ellis, Dow
Jones-Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Il

linois 60430, 1971, 253 pages, $9.95.

This book, by a vice president of
Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette, Inc.,
describes the portfolio management
methods of the leading institutional
investors. It is aimed at present
and prospective investment an
alysts and portfolio managers and
at those who select them. Topics
include bond, cash, and equities
policies; portfolio operations; port
folio analysis; opportunity analy
sis; financial analysis; business an
alysis; analytical pitfalls; risk an
alysis and management; market an
alysis; endowment funds; pension
funds, and individuals as clients;
and the impact of institutional in
vesting on corporations and capital
markets.
March-April, 1972

The rate of corporate growth, de
centralization, and expansion of
high technology industries have, in
recent years, emphasized manage
ment’s need to maintain adequate
control over operations. The con
trollership function has responded
to this increased need for intelli
gence by modifying its objectives
toward acquiring more relevant,
timely, and accurate information.
In order to accomplish this task, the
controller has to go beyond the tra
ditional approaches of data accum
ulation and comparing actual per
formance against standards to com
pute variances. Since the variances
alone seldom provide sufficient in
sight for managerial action, addi
tional information must be obtained
from individuals who may be in re
mote parts of the organization.
McDonough suggests that the ac
countant’s ability to collect data on
an unprogramed and ad hoc basis
may be the key to greater organi
zational influence, but is not with
out additional problems.
The theory of social exchange
describes the underlying dynamics
between two parties in some social
relationship as a series of transac
tions in which both perceive a
“profit” from the other. This process
calls for a general balancing of ob
ligations in order to sustain mean
ingful relationships.
For McDonough, social exchange
theory is extremely valuable as it
calls attention to several factors rel
evant to information collection.

(1) Information collection empha
sizes the commodities exchanged in
order to sustain interaction.
(2) The commodities are a num
ber of social needs including power,
status, affection, respect, help,
knowledge, and emotional support.
(3) Any relationship has a great
deal of uncertainty because of its
dependence upon the unknown
needs and values of the other party.
(4) The feedback process pro
vides a sensitive mechanism to sig
nal an unstable condition in the
balance of obligations.

Conflict areas
McDonough
discusses
three
areas which contribute to weaken
ing the accountant’s position as he
attempts to collect data. The first of
these is that the objectives or pri
orities of the informant are not con
gruent with those of the solicitor.
This can result in conflict as the
informant regards requests for in
formation as secondary to his pri
mary task.
Secondly, the solicitor initiates
nearly 100 per cent of the social
exchanges by requesting informa
tion and thus immediately upsets
the “balance of trade,” by going
into debt.
Another problem that is likely to
cause breakdown is that the in
formant has a greater degree of
control over the relationship than
one would at first suspect. The in
formant often may feign compli
ance while avoiding real coopera
tion. Some of these tactics are:
(1) Delay—Stall techniques are
often effective and are popular as
a “first line of defense.”
(2) Feigned Ignorance—The so
licitor is often in the position of not
knowing whom to ask or precisely
the best, penetrating question. This
makes it difficult to evaluate the
worth of an answer or judge its
sincerity.
(3) Overcompliance—Using this
tactic the informant overwhelms
the solicitor with a mountain of
information in the form of manuals,
tapes, files, and memos. He thus
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avoids giving meaningful informa
tion while appearing to comply.
The author’s conclusions are that
as controllers expand their role and
supply better intelligence to man
agement, they should be aware of
the real problems the expanded
role presents. The financial man
agement function may not be
viewed as most important to line
managers; therefore, the accoun
tant’s approach must be consistent
with his bargaining position. The
informant has several tactics avail
able to him to avoid cooperation,
in addition to the lack of skill on
the part of the solicitor in framing
sharp questions.
If successful at developing stable
communication nets within the or
ganization, the role of the accoun
tant will move away from that of
partisan watchdog of top manage
ment toward one of “integration.”
The work of Lawrence and Lorsch
suggests the need for achieving
unity of effort among the functional
specialists in business. McDonough
nominates accountants to fill this
need as the focus shifts from that
of uncovering “skeletons” toward
facilitating interaction within the
organization.
K. B. Ehrenreich, CPA
University of Southern California
City Hall Discovers Productivity
by Dan Cordtz, Fortune, October,
1971.

The burgeoning demands on the
resources of local governments are
requiring reexamination of the
traditional emphasis on simply find
ing new sources of funds. Cur
rently, there is a newly awakened
interest in more efficient cost man
agement and improved produc
tivity.
This article presents a concise
picture of the dilemma of local gov
ernments in the United States to
day. It points out that, while many
municipal services are still a bar
gain by some standards, the costs
of such services are skyrocketing
but the services themselves often
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appear to be deteriorating. The in
creasing costs are in direct contrast
to the mood of the local taxpayer,
irrespective of the fact that local
taxes are but a small percentage of
Federal taxes. The reason that the
taxpayer expresses his angry mood
toward local taxes is that these
taxes have risen sharply in recent
years while Federal taxes have
been high for decades.
Characteristics of local spending

The revolt of local taxpayers
against new funding and taxes was
brought out by the author in citing
examples of amounts and types of
expenditures. For instance, Newark
property taxpayers pay $2,700 on
a $30,000 home. Nearly 26 per cent
of the $34.2 billion in 1970 munic
ipal taxes, or $7.2 billion, went for
general administration and control
of the municipal operations. Nearly
all functions of the services ren
dered are labor intensive and the
number of workers is increasing
more rapidly than the population
as a whole. The public is well
aware of this growth and is resist
ing all efforts to raise the local
taxes. Local officeholders are real
izing that lowering costs and in
creasing productivity are the an
swer to providing adequate serv
ices without increasing the costs to
the local taxpayer. How is this to
be accomplished?

police can be optimized. The same
methods were applied to the de
ployment of fire equipment.
New York City’s massive prob
lems have led to the Technology
Application Program. TAP win
nowed some 500 suggestions down
to 15 high-priority cost cutting
and effectiveness programs—the
most significant of which increased
fire protection productivity at an
estimated savings of $15 million.
Again trash and garbage collection
problems were attacked, but to
absolutely no avail in New York,
where the collection costs are $49
per ton. San Francisco, on the other
hand, simply turned the job over
to a private company—at an aver
age cost of $18 per ton. The ob
stacles to raising worker produc
tivity are prompting officials to
seek more and more services that
might be performed by private
companies.
This article should be carefully
considered by all citizens as well
as governmental managers. The
author is far from being overly
optimistic about the newly awak
ened interests of municipal leaders.
He does point out, however, that
pressures are causing local leaders
to reevaluate their function of
simply finding new sources of
funds and to turn their interests to
ward more efficient management
and increased productivity.
Barry A. Knight
University of Southern California

Productivity
While the computer is omni
present, its use as an analytical
tool for decision making has been
virtually ignored by municipalities.
Now, however, the computer is be
ing utilized in finding possible in
creases in productivity. Los Ange
les, for instance, was able to
reduce the time it takes to collect
a ton of refuse from 2.68 hours to
1.67 hours through a computerbased study that even included
measurements of energy expended
by crew members. The computer is
aiding crime detection and preven
tion as well—with analysis of mas
sive historical data, deployment of

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
YOUR RESUME—Write it yourself! In

structions, samples, forms: $3. Resume
Company, 359 Jersey Avenue, Fairview,
New Jersey 07022.
MANAGEMENT SERVICES EXPERI
ENCE—New Jersey Data Processing Ser

vices Company needs CPAs with a strong
accounting systems background. Rapid
expansion has generated challenging op
portunities with excellent salary and
benefits. All replies held in confidence.
No travel. Box 437.
RATES: Help Wanted, Professional Oppor
tunities and Miscellany 50 cents a word,
Situations Wanted 30 cents a word. Box
number, when used, is two words. Classi
fied advertisements are payable in advance.
Closing date, 5th of month preceding date of
issue. Address for replies: Box number, Man
agement Adviser, 666 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10019.
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